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ABSTRACT 
A two-dimensional  hydrodynamic  code is used to predict effects of 
impacts at 20 and 72 krn/sec by porous and solid materials simulating meteoroids 
upon aluminum and steel plates .  A target strength criterion, incorporating 
effects  of thermal  degradation  due to residual  heating, is used to terminate 
crater  growth  in  these  hydrodynamic  analyses.  
Available  data  regarding  the  meteoroid f l u x  are  reviewed  and  interpreted 
in  the  l ight of resul ts  of the  impact  analyses,   and a consistent  meteoroid mass 
flux is obtained. 
Using  this  environment  and  the  impact  effect  predictions,  penetrating 
fluxes are obtained as functions of thickness for aluminum and steel. A square 
meter  area of 0.032-in. aluminum is found to have a 0.9 probability of surviving 
without  penetration  for  one  year  in a near-earth  orbit. 
SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1.1 Approach 
This is the  final  report of an  analyt ical   invest igat ion of t h e  meteoroid 
impact hazard to space   vehic les .  The study is based upon detailed numerical 
ana lyses  of several   impact cases which  are  representative of poss ib le  
meteoroid-spacecraft  encounters,  and  upon  an  evaluation of available  meteoroid 
environment  data. 
In   the  analyses  of impacts, a hydrodynamic model was assumed, and 
the  phenomena  were  examined  using  the  two-dimensional  particle-in-cell (PIC) 
code. Hypervelocity impact effects and the numerical techniques are described 
in Section 2 of this report. Penetration predictions are obtained from the hydro- 
dynamic  analyses  using  the  criterion  that  crater  formation is arrested at the  
maximum depth  where  the  dynamic  pressure  in  the  cratering  flow  field is equiva- 
lent  to the local target strength.  Effects of residual target temperatures upon 
material strengths  are  incorporated  in  the  technique for predicting  penetration. 
The eight  impacts  examined  during  the  program  were: 
a .  Porous aluminum (p = 0 . 4 4  I simulating porous, stony 
meteoroids) into aluminum and iron targets at 20 and 72 
km/s ec . 
b. Aluminum (p = 2 . 7  , simulating solid, stony meteoroids) 
into  iron  targets at  20 and 72 km/sec. 
c. Iron (p = 7.8 6 I simulating high density meteoroids) 
into aluminum targets at 20 and 72 km/sec. 
Results of prior  hydrodynamic  analyses  for  impacts of aluminum  into  aluminum 
and iron into iron at  5 .5 ,  20 and 72 km/sec were also used  in   this   invest igat ion.  
A l l  of these  impact  results  are  summarized  and  discussed  in  Section 3 ,  and 
curves  showing  penetration as  a function of impact  velocity  and  projectile 
density  are  given  there.  
The  simulation of stony  meteoroid  material by aluminum in   these   ca lcu-  
la t ions  is consistent  with  the  measured  similari t ies of shock  Hugoniot  proper- 
ties of aluminum with some important classes of rock,  and  permitted  utilization 
of the more extensive  data  which  are  available to describe  the  properties of 
aluminum under extreme pressures. It was necessary,  however ,  to rev ise   the  
aluminum  equation of state to more accurately  describe  shocked  porous 
material. 
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Data from experiments  which  have  been  conducted  to  establish  the 
charac te r i s t ics  of the meteoroid environment are reviewed i n  Section 4. These 
data  include  radar  and  photographic  observations,  rocket  and satellite sounding 
board  momentum  measurements,  and  perforating  flux  observations from Explorer 
XVI and XXIII, and from Pegasus I, 11, and 111. Results of the numerical analyses 
of impact  phenomena  were  used  for  more  specific  interpretations of some of 
these   da ta ,   and   to   ob ta in  a consistent.  meteoroid mass flux  curve.  
The impact effect results  and  the  environmental  data  are  combined  in 
Section 5 to  give  the  predicted  meteoroid  penetrating f lux.  
Much of the  detailed  information  generated  during  the  program is con- 
tained  in  four  appendices.  The  revised  equation of state for aluminum is 
described i n  Appendix A. Appendix B contains the  specific derivation of the 
crater  predictions  for  each  impact case. Detailed  results of the numerical 
solut ions  are   given  in   ser ies  of plots in Appendix C. Appendix D is a review of 
numerical  treatments of hypervelocity  impact  phenomena. 
1 . 2  Conclusions  Regarding  Meteoroid  Perforation  Hazard 
Figure 1-1 summarizes  the  conclusions of this  study  regarding  the f lux  
of meteoroids  capable of perforating  aluminum  and steel plates  of various  thick- 
n e s s e s .  In this figure the average number of perforations per square meter per 
second is shown as a function of plate thickness .  As an example of the   use  of 
these   curves ,  it is seen tha t  a square  meter  aluminum  plate of 1 mm thickness  
experiences a perforative flux of about 2 x 10-9 per second. Thus on the 
average,  it would be perforated once every 5 x lo8  seconds,   or  about  every 
16  years. 
The  penetrating  flux  data  are  shown  in  different form in  Figures 1-2 and 
1-3. Here the thicknesses of aluminum or s teel   necessary  to   provide  var ious 
probabilities of remaining unperforated are presented. The curves are parame- 
terized  on P(o) , which  represents  the  probability of no  perforation  occuring, 
computed from the data  of Figure 1-1 on the basis of Poisson s ta t is t ics .  In 
these  f igures  t h e  near Earth  flux  has  been  used,  with  Earth-shielding  taken  into 
account.  To obtain the corresponding probabilities for a vehicle  far from Earth 
in  an  omnidirectional f lux,  each  curve  in  Figures 1-2 and 1-3 should be lowered 
by loglo 2 - 0.3.  Of course  this  treatment  assumes  that   the  meteoroid  environ- 
ment  does  not  depend on dis tance from Earth. 
As examples of the  use of Figures 1-2 and 1-3, a square meter area of 
. 0 3  l-in.  aluminum  skin  would  have a probability of about 0.9 of surviving 1 
year  in a near-Earth orbit. A s tee l   sk in  of the  same  areal   densi ty   has  a thick- 
n e s s  of . 0 1  l- in.  , and  the  corresponding  probability of survival  would  be  about 
l/e, or 0.37. Such a steel skin would have a 0 .9  chance  of surviving without 
perforation  for  only  one  month. 
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From the  s tandpoint  of spacecraf t   designs,   the   larger   meteoroids  
( gm) , and  correspondingly  lower f l u x  levels  are  the  more  significant  por- 
t ions of these  curves.   Direct  measurement of penetrating  flux  for  thicker  targets 
(i. e. , larger  meteoroids) is difficult  because of the  low  frequency of encounter 
by a detector  of manageable  dimensions.   Measurements of the  frequency of 
these  larger  meteoroids  has  therefore come from radar  and  photographic  observa- 
t ions,   over   large  areas  of the   sky ,  of the  ionized  and  luminous  trails left by 
meteoroids entering the atmosphere. 
Those  observations  do  not  directly  measure  the  penetrating  f lux,   but 
instead  provide  the  f lux as a function of photographic  magnitude  or as a function 
of ionized particles per unit trail length. In addition, radar and photographic 
observations  specify  the  velocity of the  meteor as a function of alt i tude.  
Analysis of the  data   has   suggested  that   the   pr imary particle breaks up almost 
immediately  upon  entering  the  atmosphere  and  that  the  observed effects are  
created by a group of fragments  rather  than  by a s ingle  particle. As a resu l t ,  
it becomes  difficult to compute  the initial velocity of the  primary  particle  and 
to deduce its mass and density.  The l i terature on this difficult  subject is 
reviewed  and  the  best  current  approximations of the  f lux as a function of mass 
and  density  are  identified.  
The range of target  thicknesses  which  will   be  perforated by a specified 
mass are  then  determined  through  use of the  penetration  predictions  obtained 
from  the  calculations i n  this   s tudy,   adjusted  for   effects  of obl ique  incidence  as  
wel l  as to  account  for  the  difference  between  penetration of a semi-infinite 
target  versus  marginal  perforation of a finite  target.  
The  higher  f lux  levels  in  these  curves,   corresponding  to  smaller mete- 
oroids,  are  based  upon  direct  observations of the  penetrating  f lux by five 
satellites: Explorer XVI and XXIII, and Pegasus I ,  11, and 111. These experi- 
ments  measured  the  rates of perforation of spec i f ic   th icknesses  of metals. 
Neglecting effects of var ia t ions  in   the f lux  with t i m e ,  the  penetrating  flux as a 
function of thickness  determined by these  experiments is considered to be  quite 
accurate.  
The  penetrating  fluxes  presented  in  Figure 1-1 for   thicknesses   smaller  
than .O 1 c m  are  based  on  the  perforation  experiments  (pressurized  cells)  
carried  on  Explorer XVI and XXIII. Other  computations of the mass flux  have 
been conducted based on satell i te sounding board experiments.  These results 
slightly  overlap at the  low  end of the  thickness  range  considered  here.   However,  
the  present  interpretation of the  sounding  board  experiments  predicts  penetration 
rates  substantially  higher  than  those  measured  by  the  pressurized cell experi- 
ments.  The  pressurized cell resul t  is used  here   s ince  we  bel ieve it places   an 
unambiguous  upper  limit  on  the  perforation  rate of a given  thickness.  
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SECTION 2 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR 
PREDICTION OF IMPACT EFFECTS 
2 . 1  Principal  Phases of Hypervelocity  Impact 
The processes  involved  in  impacts  in  the  meteoroid  velocity  range  can 
be  divided  into  two  phases.  The first phase lasts from impact until the target 
shock "breaks away" from the immediate impact zone. This initial interaction 
is relatively  short ,   and is characterized  by  extreme  pressures i n  the  target  and 
projecti le materials.  In the second phase,  there are two essentially separate 
flow  fields  in  the  target.  One of these  is the  isolated  target  shock  which  has 
previously broken away from the  impact zone. It is comprised of material which 
is suddenly  accelerated  by  the  shock 's   passage,   and is then  decelerated to 
rest  by the pressure gradient appearing behind the shock. (The term "isolated 
shock" thus refers to  a pulse which is headed by a shock,   and  in   the  s t r ic tes t  
s e n s e  is a misnomer. However, the usage of this term is common.) The other 
flow field is termed the "cratering flow". It consists of target material near 
the  point of impact which  continues to flow, by virtue of its iner t ia ,  to ulti- 
mately form the crater. This cratering flow is a relatively long duration pro- 
cess, characterized by low stress levels and large plastic deformation. 
2 . 1 . 1  Phase 1.- Shock System Formation and Detachment 
When a hypervelocity  projectile  strikes a target,   shock  waves  propagate 
from the interface both into the target and back into the projectile. These 
diverging shocks form an expanding high pressure region, embracing material 
from the  target  and  the  projectile. 
Figure 2 - 1  contains  a ser ies  of mass disposition and pressure contour 
plots illustrating the development of the shock system. These plots are from 
a numerical  solution  performed  during this study  for  the  impact of an  aluminum 
cylinder at 20 km/sec into a semi-infinite iron target. (The y-axis of each plot 
is the  axis of the axisymmetric problem.) 
Plots 2-  l (a) to (d) show  the  init ial   response of the  target  and  projecti le.  
The central  portion of the  f low  (near  the axis) is one-dimensional  in  the  early 
stages. Ps the high prsssure region interacts with the lateral  free surface of 
the  projecti le  and  with  the  adjacent  target  surface,  some pressure  relaxation 
occurs  due to rarefaction  waves  which  propagate  into  the  pressurized  material. 
High pressures   pers is t   even  af ter   these  la teral   rarefact ions  reach  the axis, 
supported  by  the  continued  flow of projectile mass into  the  target.  
When  the  shock  wave  reaches  the  rear  surface of the  project i le ,   th is  
flow is greatly  reduced by a rarefaction  which  emanates  from  the  rear  surface 
and propagates into the shocked region. Plots 2-l(c) and (d) show this process 
start ing.  The pressure gradient in the rarefaction causes upward acceleration 
of the  rear  elements of the  projectile. 
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(a) Mass Positions 
at t = 1 . 2  usec 
(b) Pressure  Field 
at  t = 1 . 2  psec 
(d) Pressure Fielci 
at  t = 1.8 psec 
FIGURE 2-  1 
FORMATION AND DETACHMENT 
Aluminum into Iron at  72 km/sec 
(Case 8056) 
OF SHOCK SYSTEM 
a 
(e) Presslure Field 
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(f) Pressure Field 
. a t  t = 9 . 0  psec 
(h) Pressure Field 
a t  t = 42.8psec  
FIGURE 2 -  1 (Con't) 
FORMATION AND DETACHMENT 
Aluminum into Iron at  72 km/sec 
(Case 8056) 
OF SHOCK SYSTEM 
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Subsequently,  the pressure drops relatively quickly throughout the pro- 
jectile and in the target material behind the shock wave. Plots Z-l(d) through 
(f) i l lustrate  the  rarefaction  overtaking  the  shock,  and  reducing  the  pressure 
and compression behind the shock to essent ia l ly   zero.  In plot (f) this   process  
is nearly  complete,  and  the  shock  wave  which  continues  to  propagate  into  the 
target   in   plots  (9) and (h) is separated  or  detached  from  the  impact  zone.  Once 
this   separat ion  occurs  , the  isolated shock  propagating  into  the  target  does  not 
further  influence  the  crater  formation i n  a direct  way. It does , however,  exert 
an  indirect  effect by leaving  the  material   in a heated  or  melted  condition. 
2 .1 .2 Phase I1 - Cratering Flow 
The  target  and  projectile  material  which is left behind  in  the  impact 
region  after  breakaway of the  isolated  shock,   re ta ins  a small but highly impor- 
tant pnrt of the  velocity  which  was  imparted to it during Phase I. It is the 
inertia of this  remaining  material  which is responsible   for   the  f inal   s tages  of 
crater  formation. 
Most  of the  momentum and  kinetic  energy of the  impacting  projectile 
ul t imately  res ides   in   the ejecta and  in  the  isolated  shock. The kinetic energy 
which is available  for  cratering  f low is the  difference  between  two  quantit ies,  
namely  the  init ial   projecti le  kinetic  energy  minus  the  energycarried  away by the  
isolated shock and ejecta .  Hence ,  the cratering flow, and thus the final crater 
dimensions , are   qui te   sensi t ive  to   the  mechanics  of the  energy  partition. T h i s  
feature of impact  phenomena  may  be a major  element  in  the  observed  variabil i ty 
of experimental   data 
2 . 2  Numerical  Technique  for  Analysis of Impact  Problems 
All but a small portion of the  meteor  impact  velocity  spectrum is inac- 
ces s ib l e  to experimental   investigations.  Even in   the  accessible   veloci ty   range,  
it is impractical to perform  impact  experiments  with  porous,  .low  density  pro- 
jectiles simulating meteoroids. It is therefore  necessary to  ut i l ize  analyt ical  
techniques  in t h e  assessment  of meteoroid impact effects. One can place a 
high  degree of confidence  in  predictions  made  on  the  basis of analytical  compu- 
ta t ions i f  it can  be  shown  that   the   analysis   includes  considerat ion of all the 
important  physical  phenomena  occurring  at  velocities  in excess of experimental 
capabi l i t ies  , and i f  the  computational  model  exhibits  agreement  with  experiments 
in   the  veloci ty   range  wherein tests can  be  conducted. 
2 . 2 . 1  Hydrodynamic  Model 
Since  the  stresses  produced  in  the  projecti le  and  impacted  target  mater- 
ial in   the  ini t ia l   s tages  of hypervelocity  impact  greatly  exceed  the  material 
strength , a hydrodynamic  model  can  appropriately  be  adapted  for  analysis of 
the phenomena involved. Such a model was initially proposed and used as a 
basis  for  development of a two-dimensional  numerical   technique  for  analyses of 
impacts by Bjork (1959, 1959a) , and has  subsequently been the basis for the 
two-dimensional analyses by Walsh (1963) and Riney (1963). 
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The s t a t e  of s t ress   in   any  medium is precisely  specified  by  the  compon- 
en t s  of the  s t ress   tensor .   With  few  except ions  the  s t ress   tensor  is symmetrical, 
so that  it may be diagonalized. Thus, the state of s t ress   may be described by 
giving  the  three  principal  components of this   s t ress   tensor ,   and  the  correspond-  
ing principal directions. Let us   a s s ign   t he  name,  " s t r e s s   space" ,  to the  car -  
tes ian  three  space  in   which a component of the  pr incipal   s t ress   tensor  is plotted 
along  each axis. The theory of plast ic i ty   specif ies   that   only a certain  region 
of s t ress  space,  centered about  (1, 1, 1) l ine is access ib l e  to  a medium. In 
the  case of media  obeying  the  von  Mises  yield  cri terion,  the  accessible  region 
cons i s t s  of a cylinder  whose  radius is m y ,  where Y is the   y ie ld   s t ress   in  
simple  tension. For .materials obeying the Tresca yield criterion, it cons i s t s  of 
a hexagonal cylinder whose greatest  distance from-the (1 I ,  1) l ine is again m Y. 
For l a rge   s t r e s ses ,  t h e  accessible  region  has  lateral   dimensions small 
compared  with  the  stress,  so that   i t s   p lot   resembles  a l i n e  rather  than a cylin- 
der. In the  hydrodynamic approximation, the accessible region is assumed to  
be the (1,  1, 1) l ine  i t se l f ,  so that t h e  three principal stress components are 
a l l   equa l .  It is clear that the approximation is best   when  the  s t resses   are   large 
compared with Y. For most  materials Y is on  the  order of a few  kilobars,  so that 
the approximation becomes good at pressures as low as 50 kilobars. It will be 
demonstrated  that i n  certain  hypervelocity  impacts,  t h e  crater  is formed  in 
material  which  has  been  pre-conditioned by a shock,  and  therefore left in a 
heated state. If the material  is heated,  Y is decreased, which reinforces the 
validity of the hydrodynamic approximation. The diminution of Y due to heating 
is a character is t ic  of hypervelocity impact, and should, where practical, be 
taken  into  account  in  the  analyses of such  impacts .  
A great  deal of experimental  information  relative  to  the  equation of s t a t e  
of solids  has  been  accumulated by measuring  shocks  which  are  generated  in 
material  samples.  These data have been satisfactorily interpreted on a hydro- 
dynamic model in which thermal conductivity and viscosity are neglected. That 
the  neglect of thermal  conductivity is a valid  approximation  can  be  demonstrated 
by order of magnitude arguments. Neglecting viscosity is justified from the 
widths of the  shock  structure  observed,  since  the  r ise  t ime of a typical   shock 
in  a sol id  is on the  order of seconds.  
2 . 2 . 2  Particle-In-Cell (PIC) Code 
Despite  the  assumption of a hydrodynamic  stress  tensor,   two  and  three- 
dimensional  impact  problems  remain  far  too  complex  for  analysis by c losed  form 
techniques. Numerical techniques are therefore needed for analysis of practical  
impact  problems. 
Stringent  requirements  must  be  imposed  on a numerical  program  to  be 
used  for   these  analyses .  Among these are the following: 
a) Ability to treat  flows  in  which  large  distortions of the  material  
occur. This is crit ical  in studying the early stages of hypervelocity impact. 
Purely  Lagrangian  formulations  are  therefore  unsuitable,  unless an unusually 
high  degree of spatial   resolution is possible  - a condition  which is not 
economically  feasible  under  normal  circumstances. 
b) Ability to accommodate different materials in a given problem, 
such as a projectile and  target of dissimilar  materials or multilayer  targets. 
This means  that   there  must  be no  spurious  diffusion of mass across material 
interfaces. Ordinary Eulerian formulations are defective in this regard, in 
that  continuous  diffusion of mass  occurs,   not  only across material  boundaries , 
but also into  the  vacuum across exposed  surfaces.  
I 
c) Provision for optimum resolution in all phases  of a problem. The 
active  region  in  hypervelocity impact is init ially  small ,  but the  phenomena 
occurring  in  this small region  are  often  very  important to the  subsequent 
response.   Thus  details   in  the  init ially small region must be well-resolved 
to provide  accuracy  in  later  stages.  Therefore  the  program  must  have  the 
capabili ty to enlarge  the  "field of view" from a small, highly-resolved  active 
zone at the beginning to a  larger field as more  material is engulfed  by  the 
shock systems. 
The PIC code  employed for the  solutions  in  this  study  was  developed 
specifically to treat  hydrodynamic  behavior of sol ids .   Appl icat ions  to   analysis  
of impact problems are found in Bjork (1959a, 1961b),Olshaker and Bjork (1962),, 
Kreyenhagen, Bjork and Brooks (1965), and Bjork and Rosenblatt (1965). Rode 
and Bjork (1960) describes an application to nuclear cratering. Complete 
documentation of the code is provided in Bjork, Brooks and Papetti (19631). 
In PIC,  the  motion of target  and  projectile  are  assumed  to be governed by 
the compressible  hydrodynamic  equations,  which  may be written  in terms of 
Eulerian  variables as follows: 
32 + Uipli + pui = 0 a t  I i  
where  the  variables  are 
ui = particle velocity 
P = pressure 
e = specific internal  energy 
p = density 
t = t i m e  
gij = metric tensor 
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The comma notation is used  to  denote  covariant  differentiation,  and  the  Einstein 
summation convention is employed. The independent variables are the space 
variables  and t ime.  
PIC overcomes  the  difficulties  mentioned  earlier by treating mass points 
moving  through  an  Eulerian  mesh.  Integration is carr ied  out   with  respect   to  
t i m e ,  start ing  with  the  init ial   conditions  and  imposing  the  appropriate  boundary 
conditions. The advance over At is carr ied out  in  two s teps .  In the   f i r s t   s tep ,  
the  transport  terms i n  Eq. (2-1) to (2-3) are  neglected  and  the  integration is 
performed by solving  the  difference  analog of the  result ing  differential   equations.  
In the  second step, the  transport  terms are  accounted  for by noting  which masses 
changed cells in   the  f i rs t  step. 
To get the  new mass of the cells affected,  one merely  sums  the masses 
now  present  in  each cell. This accounts for the mass transport term in Eq. 
(2-2) .  A mass  which  changes cells is assumed  to  carry  with it an  increment of 
internal  energy  equal  to  the  product of the mass in  question  and  the specific 
internal  energy  transport  term in Eq. (2-3). 
A mass, i n  changing cells, also  brings  with it an  increment of momentum 
given  by t h e  product of the  mass  and  the  velocity of the  cell which it left. This 
increment of momentum is added to the cell entered by the  mass ,   and  that  cell 
is given a new  velocity  equal to the  new momentum divided by the  new mass. 
Thus,  t h e  momentum transport term in Eq. (2-3) is taken into account.  The pro- 
cess described conserves mass, internal energy, and momentum. However, it 
is possible  to  show  that  kinetic  energy is always lost in  this  repartitioning  pro- 
cess unless   the  veloci t ies  of the two cells involved are equal.  This loss is 
accounted  for by arbitrari ly  adding  the  loss  in  kinetic  energy of the  two cells to 
the  internal  energy of the  entered cell. Thus,   total   energy is conserved  but a 
small fraction of the  kinetic  energy is converted  into  internal  energy  in  the 
process. This conversion may be shown to smear shock fronts i n  a manner 
s imilar   to   an artificial Landshoff type viscosity of the problem. The magnitude 
of the  artificial  viscosity  introduced by the  kinetic  energy  conversion is ideal  
in   the  sense  that   i t   spreads  the  shock  jumps  over   about   three  mesh spaces. 
The PIC numerical  technique,  involving  two space dimensions  and  the 
t i m e  dimension,  has  been  tested  in  numerous  ways  against  both  analytical one. 
dimensional  solutions,   and  also  against   spherically  symmetrical   one  dimensional 
code solutions.  These tests indicdted that the method provides correct values 
of the  jumps  in  pressure,   density,   and  velocity  across a shock,   and also the  
correct shock velocit ies.  This means that the entropy change across the shock 
is given  correctly  and  thus  the  final state is correctly  placed  on  the  Hugoniot. 
The  problem  shown  in  Figure 2-1  is typical of those  which  have  been 
investigated with this hydrodynamic model. These problems have an axis of 
symmetry so that  only  two space variables  are  required to descr ibe  the  process .  
It is necessary   to   use  a projectile  having  cylindrical  symmetry  which  has a 
velocity  normal  to a cylindrically-symmetric  target. 
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2.2.3 Termination of Crater Growth 
The  phenomena  occurring in the  late s t ages  of impact, particularly  in  the 
region of cratering  f low,  involve  complex  interactions  between  the  characteris-  
tics of the  material  flow and  the  material   properties.   Since  the  upper  target 
elements  have  higher  velocit ies  than  those  which  are  deeper  into  the  target,  a 
high  degree of shearing  distortion is produced. There exist no reported numeri- 
cal calculat ions  in   which  the  ent i re   crater ing  f low  process  is carried  to  comple- 
t ion.  Indeed, a purely hydrodynamic analysis of this flow would be 
inappropriate ,   inasnuch as  the  cratering  flow i n  the  second  phase of an  impact 
occurs  at a low  pressure  level , of the  order of a few  kilobars. 
2 . 2 . 3 . 1  Dynamic Pressure-Target Strength Criteria 
In this   current   research,   as  in  a prior study (Bjork 1959) , the  approach 
used  has   been to carry  out  the  hydrodynamic  calculations  until  the  isolated 
shock  is clearly  detached from the  cratering  flow  region,  and  then  to  deduce  the 
ultimate crater  dimensions from the  character is t ics  of the  cratering  flow at that 
point.  Specifically,  the deepest surface i n  the cratering flow region on which 
the  dynamic  pressure is equal   to   the  yield  s t ress  of the  material is taken  to   be 
the  final crater  depth.  The resul ts   obtained  are   insensi t ive  to   the time chosen ,  
since  the  dynamic  pressure  f ield  in  the  cratering  f low  region is fairly  stable 
over a long  duration. A second  region of high  dynamic  pressures  will  be  found 
deeper   in   the  target   in   the  isolated  shock.  In the   absence  of severe  shearing 
distortion,  however,   these  dynamic  pressures  do  not  influence  the  crater  forma- 
t ion.  
Justif ication  for  the  use of the  dynamic  pressure  criteria  for  predicting 
crater   depths  is based  upon  consideration of the  distortional  processes  occurring 
in the cratering flow. The hydrodynamic solutions which specify the cratering 
flow  field  just   after  breakaway of the  isolated  shock  reveal   that   subsequent  
cratering f low will be in the incompressible regime. The thermodynamic pressure 
is very  low  because  free  surfaces  are  close by and  there has been  sufficient time 
for   their   presence  to   be felt i n  the medium. In addition,  the  dynamic  pressure,  
1/2 p ui u1 , is on  the  order of a few kilobars. Although Bernoulli's law is not 
strictly  applicable to this  flow,  the  dynamic  pressure  provides a reasonable 
es t imate  of the  highest  pressures  which  could  be  produced i n  the  flow (i. e. , by 
suddenly stopping the flow). Thus maximum pressures  on  the  order of only a 
few  kilobars can arise,   and  the  material   compression  will   be  on  the  order of 1% 
or  less. 
A t  the   ou tse t  of the f ina l  cratering  flow, a partial  crater  has  been  formed 
by  the  physical   processes  during t h e  ini t ia l   phase of the impact. Since the  
subsequent  cratering  f low is essentially  incompressible , further  crater  growth 
must  occur  by  plastic  flow, i n  which  only  distortion of material   elements  occurs,  
with no volume change. More precisely, the deformation rate tensor is devia- 
toric. Knowledge of the  initial  cratering  flow  field  together  with  the  character- 
istics deduced  above  permits  one  to  estimate  the  f inal   crater  dimensions.  
For this  purpose it is first   assumed  that   the  target  material  is elastic- 
plast ic   and  fol lows  the  yield  cr i ter ion of von Mises, namely 
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where Y is the   y ie ld   s t ress   in  simple tension.   Plast ic   s t ra in   in   general   tends to 
raise the   y ie ld   s t ress ,   bu t  at the  high  strain  rates  present  in  the  process  under 
considerat ion,   the   dis tor t ional   s t ra in   energy  ra ises   the  temperature   and  opposes  
this  tendency. The combination of the  two effects  is represented to a f i r s t  
approximation  by  the  linear  relation 
Y = Yo + k e  (2 - 6) 
where Yo is the  yield  s t ress   under  normal conditions,  e is the  internal  energy 
per  unit  volume,  and k is a dimensionless  constant.  
Assume  next  that  the  deformation  rate  tensor  varies  slowly  enough so 
tha t   the   s t ress   keeps  pace with it. Together with equation (2-5), th i s   l eads   to  
the  relation 
where sij is the   s t ress   devia tor ,   and  di is the deformation rate tensor (which 
the  above  physical  arguments  have  sho&n to be  deviatoric.) 
Finally, elastic distortions  are  assumed  negligible  in  comparison  with 
the   l a rge   p las t ic   f lows ,  so tha t   the  total strain is plast ic ,   and its increment  in 
t i m e  dt is given by 
We  may  now  use Eq. (2-7) and (2-8) to   specify  the  energy  diss ipated  by 
plastic work  during  dt: 
By virtue of Eq. (2-8) this  may be written as 
d e  = Y d c p  
- 
(2-10) 
where dZp, the  increment of generalized plastic s t ra in ,  is defined as 
P P' 
d Cp - 3  12 dci j   dci j  (2- 11) 
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Using  the  strain-dependent  yield  stress of Eq. (2-6) , the  energy  per 
unit volume  absorbed as plastic  work  by  an  element  suffering  generalized 
plastic-strain 7~ is given by the solution of Eq. (2-10) , 
(2- 12) 
If one  evaluates   the  constant ,   k ,   in  Eq. (2-6) by assuming a l inear 
decrease  in   yield stress from Yo to 0 over  the  energy  increment em, (where e 
is the  energy  required to bring  the  material to the  incipient  melting  conditionfl, 
one obtains k = - Yo/em. Eq. (2- 12) then becomes 
- em c p  = - - &n (1 - -) e 
YO em 
(2-13) 
It is noteworthy  that  the  generalized  plastic  strain  becomes  infinite  when 
e = em. This  reflects  the  physical  fact that  there is an upper bound on the 
energy  which  the  element  can  absorb  due to plastic  work.  Deformations  which 
carry  the  element to the  melting  point  destroy its abi l i ty   to   res is t   shear   s t ress  , 
and  thus its ability  to  absorb  plastic  work. 
However,  another  physical  consideration  even  further limits the  abil i ty 
to absorb  plastic  work. It has  been  found  in  .other  studies  conducted by the 
authors  that   material   failure is closely  correlated  with  the  generalized  plastic 
strain.  For 2024-T3 aluminum, the critical value, Fp*,  has been determined to 
be 0.30. When this value is attained, the material loses its ability to r e s i s t  
shea r  stress, which  implies  inability to absorb  additional  plastic work. Equation 
(2-13) shows  that   this  implies  that   failure  will   occur  when 
Yo Fp* 
e = e m [ l - e x p C -  3 1  
e m  
(2- 14) 
"- 
Yo 7p* 
When c < 1 , as it is for the  target  materials  considered  in  the  present 
em 
s tudy,  Eq. (2- 14) is well  approximated by 
e Z Yo Zp*. (2- 15) 
Now the  kinetic  energy  per  unit  volume  in  the  cratering  flow is 
1/2 puiul, or precisely  the  dynamic  pressure.   When  an  element is finally 
brought to rest, its kinetic energy has been entirely dissipated. Part of the 
kinetic  energy  has  gone  into  plastic  work  on  the  element  itself,.   and  part  has 
been  communicated to adjacent  elements.  The exact  partition  depends  on  the 
de ta i l s  of the  flow,  being  governed  specifically by the  equations: 
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where V is the  volume of the  element.   The  left   hand  side  represents  the  rate at 
which  the  element loses kinetic  energy  and  the  terms  on  the  right  represent 
respectively  the  rate at which  energy is communicated  to  external  elements  and 
the   ra te  of plastic  work on the  element  i tself .   Typically,   the  two  integrals  on 
the  r ight  are of the  same order, so that  the  energy  going  into  plastic  work is 
about half of the initial kinetic energy. This approximately cancels the nominal 
values  for the  factor F' * appearing i n  Eq. (2-15) , so that   the   f inal  estimate of 
the  conditions  require3 to induce  fa i lure   can  be  based  on  the  equat ion 
1 PUiUi = Yo (2- 17) 
The deepest  surface  in  the  cratering  f low  region on which  the  dynamic 
pressure is equal to the  ult imate  strength of the  material   can  thus  be  taken to 
be  the  f inal   crater   depth.  
It is recognized  that  this interpretation  represents  an  oversimplification 
of the  complex  physical  interactions  between material in  motion  and  adjacent 
quasi-static material. The dynamic pressure criteria , however,  represents at 
least a first  approximation of material  strength effects in   crater ing,   and  this  
criterion  can  readily  be  used  in  hydrodynamic  solutions. * We  find  that   the 
crater  predictions  obtained  with  this  cri terion are insensi t ive to the exact 
strength  properties  chosen,  inasmuch as the  dynamic  pressure  gradients  are 
quite  steep  near  the  periphery of the  cratering  flow  field. 
Figure 2-2 is a representative  dynamic  pressure  f ield,   showing  1.5,  3.0 , 
and  4.5  kilobar  dynamic  pressure  contours  at t = 84.8  psec after  impact of a 
porous aluminum projectile into iron at 72 km/sec. Note the two major regions 
of high dynamic pressure. In the  isolated  shock  (extending at t = 84.8  psec 
from depths of about 42 to 56 cm) , the  dynamic  pressure  remains  high  due to the  
par t ic le   veloci t ies   associated  with  the  extreme  pressures .  As can   be   s een   i n  
Figure 2 - 2 ,  the  leading  surface of this  shock is nearly  hemispherical,  and it 
produces a uniform  divergence of material as the  wave  propagates  further  into 
the  target.   Shearing  distortion is small, and  the  isolated  shock  wave  has   no 
effect on  the  cratering at t h i s  late t ime .  
The second  region of high  dynamic  pressures  in  Figure 2-2 is in   the  
cratering flow, extending from depths of about 16 to 30 cm.  Whereas   the 
isolated  shock is propagating  deeper  into  the  target , the   locat ion of the  cratering 
flow  region is stable.  The  high  dynamic  pressure  in  this  region is due  to kinetic 
energy of the  convecting material. It is in  this  region of high  shear  distortion 
that  the  f inal   crater is formed. To predict   the  crater  depth , the  maximum depth 
in  the  cratering  f low field where  the  dynamic  pressure  corresponds to t h e  
material strength is determined. Using a nominal strength cri teria of 4.5 
kilobars (- 65,000  psi) for structural  steels , the   predicted  crater-dimensions 
in  this  impact  will   correspond  with  the  4.5  kb  contour.  A heavy  dashed  curve 
*Footnote:  See  Section  2.2.5  for  comments  regarding a rigorous  elastic-plastic 
numerical  technique  which  has  recently  been  developed. 
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has been superimposed on the plot at this level.  (Near the axis of symmetry, 
the  numerical  solution at late times  produced  somewhat  distorted  contours  over 
a limited  region.  The  reality of these  boundary  effects   has   not   been  ful ly  
evaluated,   but   in   any  event   they  are   ignored  in   crater ing  predict ions  because 
the  region  involved is quite  small.) 
Figure  2-3  shows  the  dynamic  pressure  and  the  compression  ratio (p/p,) 
plotted as functions of depth  in  the  target at t = 103 psec af ter   the  impact of 
porous aluminum projectile into aluminum at 72 km/sec. This plot is made at 
an   o f fse t   d i s tance  of 10 c m  from' the  axis to avoid  minor  oscillations  which 
occur   near   the axis. The  two  major  regions of high  dynamic  pressure  are  again 
ev ident   in   the   i so la ted   shock   and   in   the   c ra te r ing   f low.  
Using a nominal  value of material  strength  for  aluminum  alloys of 2 kb 
(- 29,000 psi) would  lead  to a prediction of about 42 c m  for  the  crater  depth,  
s ince   tha t  is the  depth to which  dynamic  pressures  greater  than 2 kb  extend  in 
':he cratering  flow field. 
As noted,   the   analysis  of the  dynamic  pressure  f ield is made  after  the 
cratering flow reaches a relat ively  s table  maximum extent. Figure 2-4 gives a 
comparison of plots of dynamic  pressure at t = 122  psec and t = 141 psec to 
i l lustrate   this   s tabi l i ty .  T o  the right in these plots, the  target   shock is s e e n  
to move progressively to greater depths. The high dynamic pressure in the 
cratering flow, however, remains centered at about 34 c m .  With increasing 
t i m e ,  the  dynamic  pressure  levels  in this region  are   seen  to   drop,   and  the  depths  
which are experiencing a given  level  of dynamic  pressure  recede. 
In Figure 2-4,  a smaller  "secondary"  shock is apparent  between  the 
isolated shock and the cratering flow region. This shock propagates with sonic 
velocity behind the primary shock. Secondary shocks of this   type  can  a lways 
be  distinguished from the  cratering  flow  region,  since  the  shocks  propagate at 
speeds   c lose  to sonic,  whereas the cratering flow region is stable. Between the 
secondary  shock  and  the  cratering  f low,  an  expanding,  relatively  quiescent 
region is observed. Experimental evidence for such an intermediate region is 
seen  in  impacts  on  relatively  thick  targets,   where  the  isolated  shock  produces 
spallation  and/or  bulging of the  rear   surface,   whi le   nevertheless   being  separated 
from  the  front  surface  crater by a thickness  of solid,   competent  material .  
2.2.3.2 Target Heating and Melting Effects 
In the  preceding  i l lustrations of the  termination of crater  growth, a fixed 
nominal value of material  strength was assumed. In the current program, a 
technique  was  implemented  that   specifically  incorporates  the effects of shock 
heating  upon  the  material  properties. 
Irreversible  work  leaves  the  target  material  through  which  the  target 
shock  has   propagated  in  a heated state. If the  peak  shock  pressure  experienced 
by a target  element is sufficiently  high  (about 650 kb  in  aluminum  or  1.8 mb in 
iron) a t  least a portion of the  mater ia l   wi l l   be  left in  a melted state. The effects 
of such  heating  will   be to reduce the target   s t rength  in   the  crater ing  f low  region.  
Where  melting  occurs,  the  strength  drops to zero. 
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Since  the  penetration  predictions  in this study  are  based  upon  comparing 
the  dynamic  pressure  with  the  target material strength,  it is important to 
determine  the  extent to which target heating  influences  the  predictions , and to 
include  these  effects  i f  they are significant. Such an analysis requires detailed 
consideration of the  dynamic  pressure  and  temperature  profiles, as wel l  as the 
variations  in  target  strength  with  temperature. 
a. Residual Temperatures - To determine the residual temperature pro- 
files after passage of a strong  shock, it is not  sufficient to consider  only  the 
peak  pressures to which the target elements have been subjected. One must 
also  determine  the spatial displacement of these  elements  which is induced  by 
the  shock. To i l lustrate ,   consider  a target  element at a certain  depth  which is 
acted upon by a shock. The init ial   interaction  raises  the  element  to a high 
pressure,   tempsrature,   and  density,   and imparts a particle velocity to it,  
causing  the  element to be  displaced  deeper  into the  target. As the  pressure 
decays  behind the shock,  the  velocity of the  element is decelerated,   and it 
simultaneously undergoes isentropic expansion. T h i s  process continues until 
the element  at tains  essentially  zero  pressure  and its temperature  becomes  the 
release  temperature  which is characterist ic of the  peak  shock  pressure.  
In  this process the element  has  moved from its initial  position, the 
amount of the  displacement  depending  on  both the peak  pressure  and  the  duration 
of the high  pressure.  Outside of the  cratering  flow  region,  the  displacements 
are  relatively  small ,   and  have  only a minor effect upon  the  residual  temperature 
f ie lds .  In the cratering  f low,  the  target  elements  not  only  are  subjected to 
higher  peak  pressures  which  cause  greater  displacements,  but  they  retain a 
sensible  velocity  even  after  the  pressure  drops  and  the release temperature  has 
been attained. This difference in residual velocities forms one basis for defining 
the  cratering  flow  region. After dropping to small pressures, elements in the 
cratering  flow  retain their individual  release  temperatures,  but  move  with  the 
flow  such  that  the  energy  and  temperature fields continue to change. 
Figure  2-5  shows  the specific internal  energy  profile  as a function of 
depth  at   103 psec after  impact of a porous  aluminum  projectile  into  aluminum at 
72 km/sec (Case 8052). This profile reflects the combined effects of shock 
heating  and  the  convection,  or  displacement,  of the target  elements  occurring 
during  passage of the shock  wave.  The specific internal  energy  in  the  isolated 
shock  appears to the right in Figure 2-5. Of course  the  lat ter  energies  are  not 
of the  release  state,   but  rather  are  representative of elements  in  the  process of 
expanding from the  init ial  state in   the  shock.   The  re lease  energies  of these  
elements  will   be  small ,   as  can  be  seen  in  Figure  2-6,   which  plots  the  specific 
internal  energy  profile  vs  depth for the same impact problem at 141 psec after 
impact. At 103 psec (Figure 2-5), the elements between depths of 78 and 90 c m  
a re   i n  the isolated  shock  and  consequently  have  high  energies.  At 141 psec 
(Figure 2-6),  thes.e same elements (between 78 and 90) have  attained the re lease  
state and have only small energies. Since the shock pressure is relatively low 
a t  this depth  in  the  target,   only a minor  displacement of the particles is induced, 
which  has   an  insignif icant  effect on t h e  energy  profile. 
Specific  internal  energies  can  be  directly  converted  into  temperatures  by 
use  of the values in Tables B-1 and B-2 in Appendix B. Temperature values 
obtained  by  this  means  are  f lagged  at   the  appropriate  energy  levels  in  Figures 
2-5 and 2-6. The magnitude of the  change  in  residual  temperature  f ields  which 
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can  be attributed to the  displacement of the  heated  e lements  is s e e n  by noting 
the  depths  at which  melting  occurs.  The  deepest  point  in  the  target  for Case 
8052  which is reached  by  the 650 kb  shock  pressure  required to m e l t  aluminum 
is about 31 c m .  Melted particles init ially at this depth, however, are dis- 
placed to a depth of 37 cm  by  the  shock  pulse.  Residual  melting  will  therefore 
extend to a depth of 37  cm. 
b. Residual Strenqth - By combining data showing residual temperature 
in   the  target  as a function of depth  with  the  target  material  strength as a func- 
t ion of temperature,   one  can estimate the  res idual   s t rength at various  depths  in 
the target.  This information can be directly incorporated into the material 
strength criteria described in Section 2.2.3. The process is i l lustrated in  
Figure  2-7,  in  which  the  residual  temperature  profile is superimposed  on  the 
dynamic  pressure  plot   for  Case  8052.  Using  the  relationship of strength  with 
temperature  for  2024-T3  aluminum  which is given  in  Table B-1 in  Appendix B, 
the   res idual   s t rength  in   the  target  a s  a function of depth is also superimposed 
on the dynamic pressure profile. The predicted crater depth is taken as the  
depth  for  which  the local strength is equivalent  to  the  dynamic  pressure (i.e.,  
where  the  residual  strength  and  dynamic  pressure  profiles  cross), at a depth 
of 42.8 c m .  
The importance of temperature  softening is evident from the  observation 
that  the local strength a t  the  predicted  crater  depth  was less than 60% of the  
nominal room temperature  strength  in  the  target  material.  For all of the  impacts 
considered  in this program,  the  residual  temperature  gradients  were  relatively 
steep  in  the  regions  near  the  crater  depths.   The  temperature  dependence of 
strength has therefore been included in the cratering predictions. In this program, 
we  used  the  properties  for 2024-T3 aluminum and Type 301 full-hard stainless 
steel, as  given  in  Tables B- 1 and B-2, to represent  structural  alloys of aluminum 
and steel respectively. Predictions for other alloys can be obtained by subst i -  
tuting  the  strength v s  temperature  characterist ics  for  these  alloys  in  the  above 
tabulations. The properties used are from essent ia l ly  s ta t ic  tes t s .  Proper t ies  
under  dynamic  loading  would , of course , be  preferable,  but  these  were  not 
available  for  high  temperature  conditions. 
c. Target Meltinq - In some impacts, the temperature gradient (and 
hence  strength  gradient)  in  the  target is very steep, so that the melted region 
encompasses nearly all of the predicted crater volume. In such cases, the  
melting  phenomena  may be considered to essentially  dominate  the  crater  forma- 
tion,  and  the  melted  depth  becomes a good approximation of the  crater  depth.  
In an  ear l ier   s tudy (Bjork 1963) melting was  found to dominate  crater  formation 
in aluminum-aluminum and iron-iron impacts at  72 km/sec. 
In  the  current  research,  the  technique  described  above,  by  which  the 
temperature  dependence of strength is included  in  the  cratering  predictions, 
automatically incorporates the effect of melting. The difference between the 
strength-determined  crater  depths  and  the maximum depths at which  residual 
melting  occurs is a good  indication of the  influence of melting  upon  the crater 
formation. Where the melted region extends close to the  ult imate  crater  depth,  
the  surface of the  crater   wil l  be formed  through  high  temperature,  very  ductile 
flow of the  materials. Thus even in relatively brittle targets, the crater surface 
in  melt-dominated cases will   be  smooth,   more  in  the  nature of craters   in  1100 
aluminum  alloys. 
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2 . 2 . 4  " Perforation of Finite  Targets 
The  above  discussions  have  been  primarily  concerned  with  cratering 
produced by impacts  into  semi-infinite  targets. A relationship  between  such 
cratering  and  the  perforation of f ini te   targets  is necessary  in   order  to assess the 
hazards of meteoroid  impacts to a space   vehic le .  
Marginal  perforation of a f ini te   target  is a case which is pertinent to th i s  
study.  Such  perforation  does  not  occur  due to direct  growth of the  primary crater. 
Rather,  the  threshold  occurs  when  relatively  severe material damage at the  rear  
surface of the  target  merges  with  the  crater  expansion from the  front.   Thus,   the 
hole  which  forms is a combination of a truncated  crater  on  the  front  surface  with 
a spal l   layer   on  the  rear   surface.  
In a f ini te   target   near   the  bal l is t ic  l i m i t ,  the  target  shock  interacts  with 
the  rear  free  surface  before it completely  disengages from the  cratering  f low. In 
addition to the  f ree   surfaces  at the  front of the  target   and  in   the  project i le ,   th is  
provides  another  source of rarefactions  which  propagate  into  the  interaction 
region. Thus the pressure in the interaction zone drops more rapidly in a f ini te  
target than in a semi-infinite target. The lateral cratering flow is arrested more 
quickly,  result ing in a c ra te r  of smaller diameter. However, the downward 
cratering  flow is less impeded so  tha t  the  crater  is deeper. 
Damage to the  rear  surface of the  target  is caused  by interactions of the 
incident  target  shock  with  the  rarefaction  wave.  These  interactions  produce a 
strong  net  tension  within  the  target,   which  will   cause  spallation or scabbing to 
occur i f  the  material   failure  cri terion is exceeded.   The  s t ress   level   for   onset  of 
such   spa l la t ion ,  as wel l   as   the   charac te r i s t ics  of the  spall ,   are  determined  by 
the material properties. Generally, a ducti le material  will  form a relatively 
smooth  scab  layer   which  wil l   adhere to the  parent  material  around its periphery. 
If the  impulse  absorbed  during  formation of the spall is sufficiently  high,  the 
s c a b  may either petal open ,  or it may  break off around its periphery,  forming a 
high  velocity  fragment.  Such  spalling  may or may not be accompanied by com- 
plete perforation of the target.  If a significant thickness of target remains 
between  the  bottom of the  crater  and  the  spall   zone,  perforation  does  not  occur.  
Otherwise,   the   downward  crater ing  f low  pers is ts ,   general   col lapse  in   the  region 
resul ts ,   and  an  opening is produced. 
In br i t t le   mater ia ls ,   the   spal l   which forms is more  likely to quickly 
fracture  around its periphery  away from the   t a rge t ,   and   co l lapse  of the  material  
between  the  spall  zone  and  the  crater  bottom  tends to be more catastrophic.  
The  s t resses   which  cause  spal la t ion  and  subsequent   f racture   and  perfor-  
ation  under  conditions of marginal  perforation  are  usually  assumed to be  compar- 
ab le  to the  ultimate  strength of the material. The hydrodynamic model is 
therefore not applicable to an   ana lys i s  of these   p rocesses .   Clear ly ,  a sui table  
plastic-elastic  model,   coupled  with  experimentally  determined  fracture  cri teria,  
is needed for such  analyses .   For   this   purpose,  a numerical technique which 
rigorously treats material  deformation  and  flow  on a plast ic-elast ic  model has  
recently  been  developed  under  another NASA contract. 
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For purposes of the  current  study of the  meteoroid  hazard,   we  have 
chosen   t o . app ly  a factor of 1.4 to the crater depths  calculated  for  semi-infinite 
ta rge ts  to es tab l i sh   the   th ickness  of a finite  target  which  will  be  marginally 
perforated. As more  accurate  perforation  criteria  are  obtained  from  the  plastic- 
e las t ic   solut ions  ment ioned  above,  . i t  wil l   be   readi ly   possible  to refine  the  per- 
foration  probabilities  which  are  given  in  this  report. 
2 .2 .5  Elastic-Plastic Considerations 
As has  been  emphasized  in  the  preceding  sections,   the  cratering  f low 
phase  of the  impact  process  occurs at re la t ively  low  s t ress   levels ,  so tha t   the  
la te ra l   ex ten t  of the   access ib le   reg ion   in   s t ress   space  (as discussed  in   Sect ion 
2.2.1) may be comparable with the stress itself. Hence the material  strength 
may  be  expected to make  significant  contributions to the  cratering  flow. 
Under  these  circumstances,  the  hydrodynamic  model is no longer a val id  
representation of the processes involved. The computation of the  f inal   s tages  of 
crater  formation is based .on dynamic  pressure,  which  represents  an  approxima- 
t ion of the true physical  process.   Justif ication  for  this  approximation is found 
in  the  agreement  which  has  been  obtained  between  the  crater  predictions 
obtained from the  code  solutions  and  experiments  which  have  been  conducted 
for  similar  impacts.  
Notwithstanding  the  apparent  adequacy of the  hydrodynamic  code  for 
l imited  analysis  of cratering  f low, it is evident   that   an  e las t ic-plast ic   model  is 
needed  to  r igorously  describe  the  f inal   response of the   t a rge t ,   espec ia l ly   in   the  
computation of marginal  perforation of metallic shee ts   and   p la tes  by  high  speed 
particles.   The  development  and  uti l ization of a numerical  technique  based  upon 
such  a model was not a part of this  current  study.  However,   we  have  recently 
developed,  under  another NASA contract ,  a comprehensive  numerical  technique 
which  will   permit  detailed  analysis of the  hydrodynamic,   plastic,   and elastic 
phenomena in impacts against homogeneous targets. This technique contains 
the  capabi l i ty  of t rea t ing   y ie ld   s t ress  as a function of the  material  state, includ- 
ing  temperature. It is c l ea r   t ha t   t h i s  is necessary  in  view of the  preconditioning 
by  the  isolated  shock of the  material   in  which  the  cratering  f low  occurs.   Since 
this flow  occurs at low  pressure  levels ,   the   mater ia l   parameters   must   be 
determined by experiments  in  the same stress   regime  that   the   f low  takes   place.  
2.2.6 Oblique  Incidence 
For a vehic le   in  a uniform,  omidirectional  meteoroid  flux, a meteoroid 
velocity  vector  has  an  equal  probabili ty of coming  from  any  direction. T h i s  
g ives   r i se   to  a distribution of impact  angles  on  the  surface of a randomly- 
oriented or tumbling  vehicle  wherein  the  probabili ty of an  impact  occurring at 
an angle  with the surface greater  than 8 is equal  to cos 8. The average, and 
also the most probable  angle,  is thus 45O. 
Existing hydrodynamic codes are limited to ana lys i s  of problems which , 
can  be  described  in  two  space  dimensions.   These  include  three  dimensional 
cases where  the  geometry  has  an axis of symmetry,   such as  the  normal  impact 
of a symmetrical,  oriented  projectile  on a planar or symmetrical  target. 
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Oblique  incidence  impacts  cannot  be  described  in  two  dimensions,  and 
are therefore not amenable to rigorous  analysis by exis t ing codes. Approximate 
solutions of oblique impact problems  have  been  obtained by Kreyenhagen, Bjork 
and  Brooks (1965) by assuming a planar  geometry (i. e. , impac t  of a sphere is 
simulated  by  an  infinitely  long  rod  impacting  on its side).   While this technique 
gives  solutions  which are qualitatively  similar to experimental   observations,  
they  cannot  be  used  for  quantitative  penetration  predictions.  
For  this  study,  the  simplifying  assumption  has  been  made  that   the  effect  
of oblique  incidence is primarily to increase  the  effect ive  thickness  of the  target 
to be  penetrated - a reasonable  approximation at all but  the mos t  severe  
obliquities.  A t  the   average  angle  of obliquity of 45O, the   target   thickness  is 
effectively  increased  by a factor of 1 .4 .  This factor, when divided into the 
penetration  predictions  obtained from the  numerical   analyses of normal  impacts, 
resul ts   in   cancel la t ion of the  adjustment  constant  used to convert  penetration 
depths  in  semi-infinite  targets  into  the  threshold  thickness for perforation of 
f ini te   targets  . 
A three-  dimensional  numerical  program is currently  under  development 
which  will  remove t h e  necessity  for  estimating  or  approximating  significant 
effects operating  in  oblique  incidence impacts. 
2 . 3  The  Equation of State of Aluminum 
For  hydrodynamic  solutions,  material  characteristics  are  completely 
specif ied by their   equations of state.   The  equation of state for aluminum was 
used  to  simulate a typical  stony  moteoroid  material  both  in  the  solid  and  porous 
states. This substitution is consis tent   with  the  s imilar i t ies  of measured 
Hugoniots of aluminum and some important  types of rocks,  and  permitted us  to 
make u s e  of the  very  considerable  experimental   and  theoretical   data  which  exists 
for  aluminum. 
Existing  formulations of the aluminum  equation of state had  been  derived 
with emphasis on the Hugoniot of aluminum centered at normal density. Thus it 
was  qui te   inaccurate   for   s ta tes   far  from the  normal  Hugoniot  which may be 
achieved  in  the case of porous aluminum impacts. It was  therefore  necessary 
to revise  the  aluminum  equation of state to  include  the  important  information 
derived by Russian  experiments  involving  the  shocking or  porous  aluminum 
samples. The de ta i l s  of the revision are presented in Appendix A. The resulting 
equation of state represents  one of the  most complete specifications  currently 
avai lable   for   any material. 
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SECTION 3 
DESCRIPTION O F  CURRENT NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
3.1  Selection of C a s e s  
Using  the  two-dimensional  numerical  techniques  described  in  the  prior 
section, eight representative meteoroid impact cases were analyzed. These 
cases are summarized  in  Table 3-1. Selection of the  conditions  for  these cases 
was   based  upon the  considerations  outl ined in the  following  paragraphs. 
TABLE 3-1: IMPACT CONDITIONS FOR HYDRODYNAMICS CALCULATIONS 
Numerals in parentheses refer to case numbers. Cases 8051-8058 were 
analyzed  during  this  program.  Cases 9- 14 were previously analyzed 
and published in Bjork (1959).  Cases 11 and 14 were subsequently revised 
to include  melting effects in Bjork (1963) and Bjork and  Olshaker  (1965). 
Projectile 
(simulating  solid 
stony  meteoroids) 
Target 
" .. " "" .. ~ 
5.5 km/sec (9) 
Aluminum 20 km/sec  (10) 
72 km/sec (1 1) 
Iron (steel) 20 km/sec  (8055) 
72 km/sec  (8056) 
~ 
Iron Porous 
(simulating  high 
stony  meteoroids) 
(simulating porou: density  meteoroids) 
Aluminum, p=O. 44 
20 km/sec (8053) 
72 km/sec (8052) 72 km/sec (8054) 
20 km/sec (8051) 
5.5 km/sec (12)  
20 km/sec  (13) 20 km/sec (8057) 
72 km/sec  (14) 72 km/sec (8058) 
3.1.1  Tarqet  Materials 
The objective of th i s  program was  to evaluate  the  perforative  hazard 
posed to space vehicles by meteoroids. 2024-T3 aluminum and type 301 stain- 
less steel, two  commonly  used  materials,  were  therefore  selected  for  the  study. 
The  results  can  readily  be  converted to other  aluminum or steel alloys.  
3.1.2  Impact Velocities 
Geocentric  velocities of meteoroids  in  the  vicinity of the  earth  range  be- 
tween l l and 72 km/sec. The velocity with which a meteoroid  strikes a vehicle 
is the  vector  difference  between  the  geocentric  velocities of the  meteoroid  and 
of  the  vehicle.  Knowledge  regarding  the  distribution of meteoroid  velocities 
within  this  range is very  tenuous at present,  but most meteors  are  believed to 
have velocit ies at the low end of t h e  scale, near 20 km/sec. This velocity was 
therefore chosen as one to be considered  in  the  study. 72 km/sec is near   the 
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high  end of the  possible   veloci ty   range,   and  was  chosen  in   order .  to. assess 
whether  new  types of impact  response  occur at high  velocit ies.  Velocities up   to  
9 or 10 km/sec  are   accessible  i n  the laboratory. Interpolation should provide 
suff ic ient ly   accurate  data in  the  velocity  range  between 10 and 20 km/sec. 
3.1.3 Meteoroid Densit ies 
Three meteoroid densit ies,  0 .44,  2.7 and 7.86 gm/cm were c nsidered. 3 
When  these  densit ies  were  selected  early  in  the  program, 0 .44  gm/cm s repre- 
sen ted   the   bes t  estimate given  by  meteor  astronomers  for  the  density of porous, 
cometary meteors  (Whipple ,  1963) .  Recent  es t imates ,  as  discussed i n  Section 
4 .1 ,  suggest that  0.26 gm/cm3 is a more pertinent value. Fortunate1 
felt that  extrapolation of the  present   resul ts  from 0.44 t o  0 . 2 6  gm/cm 3, can  it is be 
conducted with reasonable accuracy. The density of 2 .7   was  chosen  as   charac-  
te r i s t ic  of the solid,  stony meteorite finds.  The density of 7.86 is that  of iron, 
intended to be representative of postulated asteroidal meteoroids. (Recent data, 
also  outl ined  in  Section 4 ,  indicate  that   asteroidal  meteoroids  occur  only  rarely,  
and  are  hence  not  l ikely  to  consti tute a significant  hazard.) 
3.1.4 Use of Prior Calculat ions 
Table  3-1  includes  six  prior  calculations  which  have  been  conducted, 
using the hydrodynamic model,  to analyze impacts a t  5 .5 ,  20, and 72 km/sec 
(Bjork 1959 and 1963). To the maximum extent  possible ,  per t inent  aspects  of 
these  resul ts   have  been  incorporated  into  this   invest igat ion  in   order   to   provide 
information  over  the.wide  range of mater ia l   densi t ies   and  veloci t ies   which  are  
involved  in  the  meteoroid  hazard  problem. 
The  technique  used i n  obtaining  cratering  predictions  in  the  earlier calcu- 
lations  differed  from  the  current  method,  in  that  the effects of residual  target 
temperature  upon  strength  were  not  considered  (except i n  the  extreme  case of 
melting). Incorporation of temperature effects in the earlier calculations would 
increase  the  crater ing  predict ions  for   those  cases   where  s ignif icant   thermal  
degradation of target  strength  occurs  in  the  region  just.  under the  predicted  crater 
depth. The original predictions are nonetheless considered to be useful in this 
meteoroid  hazard  investigation. 
No other  prior  calculations of crater  dimensions  in  this  velocity  range 
have been published. In Appendix D, the hydrodynamic computations conducted 
by Walsh (1965) and Riney (1965) are discussed. These investigators stopped 
short  of using  the  computations  to  predict   crater  dimensions.   Rather,   they  pre- 
dict  the rate at  which penetration varies with velocity.  The assumptions which 
are  inherent  in  these  relationships,   and  the  necessary  normalization of the 
relat ionships   with  experimental   points   are   discussed  in  A.ppendix D. 
3 . 2  Numerical Resul t s  
Appendix C contains   detai led  plots  of the  numerical   calculat ions,   includ-  
ing  sequences  showing  the  development of mass posit ions  and  velocity  and 
pressure  f ie lds   for   each  impact  case. Appendix B contains  the  dynamic  pressure 
profiles  and  specific  internal  energy  profiles at late times for  each  problem,  and 
shows how each  cratering  penetration  prediction  was  obtained. 
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Table 3-2 summarizes  important  aspects of the  computational  results 
obtained  from  the  eight  current  impact  analyses.   Results of the six earlier 
calculat ions  are  also included. (Energy and momentum partitions were not made 
in   the  ear l ier  cases, so these  data   are   not   avai lable   for   includions  in   the  Table . )  
3.2.1 Initial Conditions 
Physical  dimensions  used  in  this  table  are  those of the  gram-centimeter- 
microsecond system. Lines 1-5 specify the impact conditions. Lines 6-11 
tabulate  the  init ial   conditions  which  exist   in  the  one-dimensional  shocked 
portions of the projectile and target immediately after impact. Pressure and 
particle  velocity  are  the same in  both  the  projectile  and  target  regions  engulfed 
by t h i s   s t a t e ,  but  where  the  projectile  and  target  are of dissimilar  materials 
(Cases   8051 - 8058),  they  undergo  different  compressions Go/&) and  contain 
different specific internal energies. The initial density, po, used to determine 
compression is that of the parent material. Thus in the case of porous aluminum 
projecti les,  po is taken  to  be 2 .7  gm/cm3, even  though  the  bulk  density is 0 . 4 4  
gm/cm3. 
3.2.2  Penetration  Predictions 
Lines 12 and 13 concern the penetration predictions,  as obtained from the 
hydrodynamic solutions by application of the dynamic pressure = material 
strength criterion to t h e  late stage cratering flow region. Application of t h i s  
criterion,  and  the  subsequent  derivation of penetration  predictions  are  shown i n  
detail  for  each  impact case i n  the  current  study i n  the  figures  in  Appendix B. 
Line 1 2  tabulates the dimensionless quantity P/d, or penetration divided 
by the  projecti le 's   diameter.  10 c m  x 10 c m  cylinders  were  used i n  all   problems, 
but  the  numerical   results  scale  with  l inear  dimensions.  
Line 13 shows the penetrations normalized to the cube root of projectile 
mass (P/m1/3). Line 1 4  is the approximate volumetric efficiency of the impacts ,  
(crater  volume  per  unit  incident  kinetic  energy)  assuming  hemispherical  craters. 
This is not   exact ,   inasmuch  as   some  departure  from the  hemispherical   shape 
occurs,  especially in impacts between materials of different densit ies.  Ho-w- 
ever,   the  hemispherical   assumption is sufficient  for  nominal  comparisons. 
Lines  15  and  16  contain  data  regarding  the  extent of residual  melting  in 
the cratering. These data are discussed in Section 3.3.3.2.  
3.2.3 Enerqy and Momentum Partitions 
Lines  17-27  show  the  energy  and momentum partitions,  normalized 
by dividing  the  pertinent  values by the  energy or momentum of the  incident  pro- 
ject i les .  The partition is made into three regions. Region I encompasses  the 
isolated  shock.  Region I1 contains  the  material   involved  in  the  cratering  f low, 
plus  the  portion of the  ejecta  material   which  remains  below  the  original  surface 
of the  target.  Region 111 is that  portion of t h e  material  which is above  the 
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TABLE 3-2: SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF IMPACT CALCULATIONS 
,-Current Calculations --- 
IMPACT CONDITIONS Impact Case No.:+ 8051  8052  8053  8054 
-$. 
1. Projectile Material P-Al P-A1 Fe Fe 
2 .  Projectile Bulk Density (gm/cm3) .44 .44 7.86 7.86 
3. Impact Velocity (cm/psec) 2.0 7.2 2.0 7.2 
4. Target  Material A1 A1 A1 A1 
5. Target Density (gm/cm3) 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 
INITIAL (1 -D) CONDITIONS 
6. Pressure  (megabars) 1.36 15 .3  7.75 76.8 
7. Particle  Velocity  (cm/psec) .446 1.42 1.32 4.64 
8. Projectile Compression, p/po .743 .821 1.89 3.02 
9. Projectile Specifiz Internal Energy 1 . 2 1  13.9 .232 3.27 
10. Target Compression, p/& 1.65 2.87 2.54 4.13 
11. Target Specific Internal Energy .0995 1.84 .870 10.8 
(1012 ergs/gm) 
(10 12  ergs/gm) 
PENETRATION PREDICTIONS 
1 2 .  Penetration/Projectile  Diameter P/d 2.0  4.3  5.8  12.0 
1/3 2.8  6.1  3.2  6.6 
14. Crater Volume/Projectile Energy, 23 18 34 23 
15.  Residual  Melt  Depth/Projectile 1.7  3.7 5 .5   10.6
16. Residual Melt Depth/Crater Depth .84  .87 .94  .88 
a / ~  (cm3 x 1012/erg) 
Diameter, Dm/d 
(or Penetration), Dm/P 
NORMALIZED PARAMETERS 
REGION I - ISOLATED SHOCK 
17.  Kinetic  Energy 
18. Internal  Energy 
19. Axial Momentum 
20.  Radial  Momentum 
REGION I1 - CRATERING FLOW AND 
ADJACENT EJECTA 
2 1. Kinetic Energy 
22 .  Internal  Energy 
23. Axial Momentum 
24.  Radial  Momentum 
25. Kinetic and Internal Energy 
2 6. Axial Momentum 
REGION 111 - EJECTA ABOVE TARGET 
.304 . 0 68 
5.68 
10.8 
. 181 
.009 
- 2 . 3 2  
4.11 
.438 
-2.36 
.234 
.061 
17.7 
28.6 
.180 
.009 
-9.21 
1 2 . 1  
.516 
-7.47 
.447 
.114 
4.49 
10.1 
. 2  19 
.054 
-1.57 
4.6 
.166 
-1.92 
. 2  79 
.117 
11.5 
22.7 
.169 
.08 5 
-3.49 
13.6 
.350 
-7.01 
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TABLE 3-2 (Con't): SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF IMPACT CALCULATIONS 
- Current  Calculations I 
8055  8056  80 7  8058  ' 009  0010  11  012  0 3  14 
Prior Research.-, 
1. A1 A1 P-A1 P-A1 A1 A1 A1 Fe Fe Fe 
2. 2.7 2.7 .44  .44 2.7 2.7 2.7 7.86 7.86 7.86 
3.  2.0  7.2 2.0 7.2 .55 2.7 7.2 .55 2.7 7.2 
4. Fe Fe Fe Fe A1 A1 Al Fe Fe Fe 
5. 7.86 7.86 7.86 7.86 2.7 2.7 2.7 7.86 7.86 7.86 
6. 7.75 76.8 1.70 19.6 .682 4.88 47.3 1.81 14.9 143 
7. .681 2.56 .251 1.17 .275 1.00 3.60 .275 1.00 3.60 
8.  2.54 4.13 .782 .886 1.43 2.24 3.85 1.49 2 . 1 2  3.48 
9.  .870 10.8 1.53 18.2 .0378 .500 6.48 .0378 .500 6.48 
10. 1.89 3.02 1.41 2 . 2 2  1 .43 2.24 3.85 1.49 2 .12  3.48 
11. .232 3.27 . 0 3 i 5  .684 .0378 .500 6.48 .0378 .500 6.48 
12 .  2.7  4.9 .97 2.5 2.5 4.0 7.8 2.0 3 .0   8 .0
13. 2 . 1  3.8  1.4 3.6 1.93.1 6.1 1.1 1.6  4.4
14.  9.9  4.4  2.7  3.8 102 32 18  18 9 . 3   6 , 7
15.  2.3  4.4  .77  2.3 
16.  .85  .90  .80  .90 
17. .218 .117 . l o 4  .047 
18. . l o 3  .074 .079 .067 
19. 7.87 7.11 2.73 6.31 
20. 13.9 13.8 4.60 11.7 
21. .099 .049 .070 .050 
22. .191 .387 .155 .214 
24. 4.78 6.38 2.86 5.39 
23 .  -3.81 -2.28 "38 -2.28 
25.  .38973592  .62
26.  -3.06 -3.83 -1.35  -3.03 
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original  target  surface.  The  material in  Region I11 is effectively  decoupled from 
the  crater ing  process .  It cons i s t s ,  to a large  extent ,  of ejecta which has been 
propelled  away  from  the  target at a velocity  which is higher  than  the  Region I1 
material which  follows,  thus  precluding  further  influence  upon  the  cratering 
motion. 
Delineation of the three regions is shown  in   the  f inal   veloci ty   f ie ld   plot  
for  each  impact case i n  Appendix C. Boundaries  between  the  isolated  shock 
.and the  cratering  f low  regions  were  established  in  the  relatively  inactive  zones 
separating these regions. Thus the energy and momentum partitions are insen- 
s i t ive  to the  somewhat  arbitrary  locations of the  boundaries.  
The normalized energies in Lines 17, 18, 2 1, 2 2 ,  and 25 represent the 
kinetic  and  internal  energy  in  the  given  region  divided by the  ini t ia l   k inet ic  
energy of the  projecti le.   Energy  conservation  dictates  that  t h e  sum of these  
values be unity. The axial and radial momenta are normalized by the   in i t ia l  
momentum of the projecti le.  To conserve momentum, the sum of the normalized 
axial momenta (lines 19, 2 3 ,  and 2 6) must also be unity. The axial symmetry of 
the   so lu t ion   causes   the   rad ia l  momentum to  sum to zero  automatically,  so that  
no  conservation  law is available  for t h i s  quantity. 
A l l  of the  axial momentum in  the  isolated  shock  (Region I) wil l  be impar- 
ted  to  the  semi-infinite  target,   inasmuch as no  physical   mechanism  exists by 
which  the momentum in  this  isolated  pulse  can  be  reduced  or  transferred.  In addi- 
t ion to the  axial  momentum in  the  isolated  shock  ( l ine 19) further axial momentum 
can  subsequent ly  be imparted  to  the  target  by  upward  diversion of material  in 
Region 11. For example,  i f  a downward-moving element of Region I1 were  diverted 
to  move  upward,  twice its current axial momentum  would  be  imparted  to  the  tar- 
get .  Similarly,  the pressure generated when radially moving elements are 
dece lera ted   causes   ver t ica l   acce le ra t ions .  If the upward-accelerated material  
e scapes  from the  crater,   the  target  ult imately  receives  an  additional  net   incre- 
ment of axial momentum. Hence the axial momentum given in l i n e  19 represents 
a lower  bound  on  the axial momentum the  target  will   ult imately  receive.  
3.3  Discussion  and  Interpretation of Important  Features 
3.3.1 Penetration vs Density and Velocity 
Figures  3-1  and-3-2  summarize  the  penetration  predictions  obtained from 
the  eight  current  calculations,   supplemented by the   resu l t s  of the  six  prior 
hydrodynamic solutions of impact problems. Shown in these figures are points 
representing  crater  depth  predictions  for  the  specific  impact  conditions  con- 
sidered.  These  points  are  connected  with  straight  l ines  which  can  be  used, 
subject   to   the  caut ions  discussed  below,   for   interpolat ion to conditions  other 
than  those  which  have  been  analyzed  specifically.  
The  ordinate  in  these  figures is the  parameter P/m1I3 in  units of 
~m/gml /~ ,   r ep resen t ing   t he   r a t io  of penetration  to  the  cube  root of the  projec- 
tile mass. These  curves  can  be  applied  to  projecti les of any  mass, provided 
that  the  f low is not  influenced  in  an  important  way by s t ra in   ra te   or   viscous 
terms, or by unusual projectile geometrical effects. Viscous and strain rate 
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terms become increasingly important as projectile size diminishes (Bjork 1959). 
In aluminum, at least, no si nificant  strain rate effect  upon  material  properties 
is observed at rates up to- 10 9 (Lundergan and Herrman, 1963). The effects of 
thermal  conductivity  would also produce a deviation from penetration as 
described by th i s  factor. Order of magnitude considerations, however, indicate 
that  thermal  conductivity  will  not exert an  important  influence  even  for  the 
smallest craters  considered  in  this  study. 
It is seen   tha t  P/m1/3 is relat ively  insensi t ive to the projecti le density ' 
for 20 and 72 km/sec impacts on aluminum and also for 72 km/sec i pacts  on 
steel. A t  20 km/sec into steel, however, large variations in P/m 1 f i  are  evident.  
Relative to the porous aluminum impact on steel (Case  8057),   lateral   expansion 
of projectile  vapor  from  the  shallow  crater  reduces  the  effectiveness of blowoff 
in impacting an impulse to the  target.  Free surface rarefactions therefore rapidly 
reduce  the  pressure  in  the  target  shock,  'minimizing  residual  target  heating. 
Sect ion  3 .3 .4 .3   discusses   this  blowoff phenomena further. 
With  respect  to  the  iron  impact  on steel at 20 km/sec  (Case  13), it is 
reiterated  that   thermal  softening of the  target  was  not  considered  in  the  earlier 
(Bjork, 1959) impact analyses (Cases 9-14), due to the  lack of adequate thermo- 
dynamic data. First order corrections were made (Bjork, 1963, Bjork and 
Olshaker,  1965) on  the  basis of target  melting  for  the cases involving  iron  on 
iron and aluminum on aluminum at 72 km/sec (Cases  11 and 14). A re-examination 
of the iron on iron point at 20 km/sec  (Case 13) suggests   that   i t   might  also be 
raised if thermal  softening  were  taken  into  account.  Using  the  results of the 
present  study as an  analogy, it is est imated  that   an  increase of 15 to 20% would 
be  found if  the  computation  were  repeated  with  the  more  accurate  methods  utilized 
here. If the  point   were so ra i sed ,   the   assoc ia ted   va lue  of P/m1l3 would become 
consistent  with  that  of aluminum on iron at 20 km/sec. Since meteoroids having 
the  density of iron  are  not  sufficiently  abundant to pose  an  important  hazard, 
these  speculations  do  not  influence  the  conclusions of this   s tudy on the  meteoroid 
hazard. 
A similar  re-examination of the  aluminum  on  aluminum  point at 20 km/sec 
(Case  10) suggests  that  an  accurate  recomputation  might also ra i se  it sl ightly.  
In this  case, it is estimated  that   the  increase  would  be on the  order of l o%,  
which borders on the limits of accuracy of crater determination. Therefore, the 
older  point is accepted as it s tands.  
3.3.2 Interpolation to Intermediate Conditions 
The results  which  are  summarized  in  Figures  3-1  and 3-2 cover  a broad 
range of projecti le  densit ies  and  velocit ies,   and  provide a basis  for  interpola- 
t ion   to   assess   the  effects of impacts under intermediate conditions. For a given 
projecti le,   such  interpolations  can  be  based  on  the  assumption  that  P/m1/3 var ies  
accor 'ng to a constant velocity exponent.  For a given velocity,  assume that 
P/m 173 varies  according  to a constant  density  exponent.  
We  believe  that  the  penetrating  power of meteoroids  under  intermediate 
density  and  velocity  conditions  can  be  estimated  with  reasonable  accuracy  by 
such interpolations.  Where final design decisions are involved, these estimates 
should be confirmed by detailed  impact  analysis.   One  should  bear  in mind that 
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different  physical  factors  determine  the  crater  dimensions  in  various  regions of 
the  veloci ty-densi ty   range.  Before accepting an interpolated value for any given 
projecti le,   carefully  consider  whether  the  properties of that  projectile  might 
produce  deviations-from  the  physical  phenomena  which  were  revealed  in  the 
determination of the network of points in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. This caution is 
even  more  emphatic for attempted  extrapolations.  
As an  aid  in  interpolation,  the  data from Figures 3- 1 and 3-2 are  plotted 
to  display  velocity  dependence  in  Figure 3-3. 
To  estimate the  penetrating  power o porous  meteoroids (p = 0.2  6) at any 
veloci ty ,   the   corresponding  value of P/m 1/= can  be  directly  read from Figure 3-3. 
For  example, at 30 km/sec , the  predicted P,/rn1I3 for a porous  meteoroid  impac- 
ting an aluminum target is 2.5.  This is equivalent to P/ds for a spherical pro- 
jectile of 1.3. 
Interpolation  for  velocities  between 20 and 72 km/sec  and  for  densities 
between  0.2 6 and  2 .7   requires   two  s teps .  To i l lustrate ,   consider   the impact of 
beryllium (p = 1.85) on aluminum (p = 2.7) at 30 km/sec: 
First,  determine  from  Figure  3-3  the  values of P/m1l3 for impacts on 
aluminum a t  30 km/sec of projecti les of densities 0.26 and 2.7. These are 3.50 
and 3.85 respect ively,  Plot these  va lues  as shown on Figure 3-1. The intercept 
of the  s t ra ight   l ’ne  connect ing  these  points   with a densi ty  of 1.85  gives  the 
predicted P/m1f3 for this impact,  or 3.75. For a spherical  projecti le,  this 
corresponds  to a value of P/d, of 3.71. 
Similarly, a beryllium impact on steel a 30 km/sec can be predicted by 
the  same interpolat ion  s teps ,  to obtain a P/ml /f 3 value of 2 . 4 .  
3.3.3 Distribution of Enerqy in Craterinq 
In comparing lines 18, 19 ,  and 28 in Table 3-2, we note that the major 
portion of the initial projectile  kinetic  energy  ultimately is deposited  into 
regions of the  target  which  do  not  directly affect the  magnitude of the  resul t ing 
crater ,   v iz .   the   isolated  shock  and  e jecta   regions (I and III) . These regions 
are  effectively  detached from the  f inal   process of crater formation. Hence, it 
is only  the  kinetic  energy  in  the  cratering  flow  field  which  can  enter  into  the 
establishment of the ult imate crater dimensions.  From l i n e  22 of Table 3-2, it 
is seen  that   the   kinet ic   energy  in   the  crater ing  f low  represents   only 5 to 10% of 
the  incident  energy  in  the case of iron  targets  and  between  17  and 22% in   the  
case of aluminum targets. It is probable  that   this  fact  is responsible   for   the 
experimental variability of impact craters. Small variations in experimental 
conditions  which  transfer a few  percent  more  or less of the  total   energy to kinetic 
energy  in  the  cratering  flow  would cause a substant ia l   percentage  change  in   the 
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crater  dimensions.  It  should  be  further  noted  that  the  kinetic  energy  tabulated 
for  Region I1 represents  an  overestimate of the  kinetic  energy of the  flowing 
material which  causes   the  crater ,   s ince a portion of this   energy is contributed 
by the  remnants of the  projecti le  which  are  st i l l   within  the  crater,   but  which 
have  disengaged  themselves from the  crater  walls  and  are  flying  upward. 
In the case of porous  projectile  impacts, a large  fraction of the  energy 
is carried away i n  the  ejecta. Between 44 and 52 percent of the energy is 
carried  away  in  this  manner  for  impacts  on  aluminum  targets,  and  between 59 
and 62 percent  leaves  in  this  fashion  for impacts on iron targets. In the   l a t te r  
cases, a major  portion of the ejecta energy is in   the form of internal  energy. 
3.3.4 Effects of Shock-Induced Residual Temperature on Craterinq 
3.3.4.1  Target  Strength 
Section 2 . 2 . 3 . 2  describes  the  cri teria  for  obtaining  crater  depth  predic- 
t ions from hydrodynamic solutions. This  method, in which the crater growth is 
assumed  to  terminate  where  the  dynamic  pressure is equivalent  to  the  local 
target  strength,   easily  accommodates  data  describing  the  degradation of strength 
at   elevated  temperatures,  as well   as  the  ult imate  degradation  which  occurs 
when  the  material  m e l t s .  In th i s  program ,' the  temperature-dependent  strength 
properties  are  therefore  incorporated  into  the  cratering  predictions. 
In examining  Figures B-9 through B- 16  of Appendix B, it is seen  that   the  
depths  a t  which t h e  dynamic  pressure is equivalent   to   the  local   target   s t rength 
occurs   in  all cases in  regions of sharp  temperature  gradients,   and  hence of 
sudden degradation of material strength. Thus temperature effects dominated the 
f inal   processes  of crater formation for these impacts. Strength effects are  of 
course still present,  but  the  steep  temperature  gradient  tends  to  overwhelm 
these, at least   for   the  impact   cases   which  are   analyzed i n  this  study. 
A specific  i l lustration of the  temperature  dominance is given  in  Figure 
3-4. This shows the dynamic pressure profile as a function of depth for alumi- 
num impacting into steel a t  20 km/sec (Case 8054). Residual strengths corres- 
ponding  to  the  temperatures  are  superimposed  on  this  plot  for  two  steels of 
widely-differing properties - type  301  full   hard  stainless steel and 1015 low 
carbon steel. The' room temperature ultimate strengths of these  s teels   dif fer  by 
a factor of nearly three. The intersections of the  residual  strength  curves  with 
the  dynamic  pressure  profile,  however,  occur  at  nearly  the  same  depth (i.e. , 
28.5 c m  vs   27.4 c m ,  or  a percentage  difference of 4%). 
In Figures B-9 to B-16 of Appendix B, the  sharper  residual  strength 
gradients   in   the  s teel   targets  as compared  with  the  aluminum  targets  are  due to 
the  greater  sensit ivity of steel strength  to  temperature. 
3.3.4.2 Target Melting 
In a previous  study (Bjork 1963) it was  concluded  that  i n  some  very 
high  velocity impacts, the  f inal   crater   dimensions  are   essent ia l ly   coincident  
with  the extent of the  volume  in  which  residual  melting  occurs.  Finding  that 
this  melting  dominance  was  present  in  aluminum  vs  aluminum  and in iron vs  iron 
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impacts at 72 km/sec, the earlier predictions (Bjork 1958) for   these cases, 
which  had  been  based  upon a simple  dynamic  pressure-constant  target  strength 
equivalence,   were  adjusted  upwards.  
The  conclusion  that  crater  dimensions  coincide  with  melting  in  these 
high  velocity  impacts  contains  the  implicit  assumption  that  no  material  which 
is not melted will be removed from the  target.  Actually,  one  would  expect  that 
some  amount of heated,  low  strength,   material   just   beneath  the melted region 
would be carried  out of the  crater,   even  though  the  dynamic  pressures  below 
the  melted region  are  quite  low. 
In the  current study the  incorporation of temperature  dependence of 
strength  into  the  cratering  predictions  automatically  encompasses  the effect 
of melting  phenomena,  and also makes it possible  to determine  the  additional 
increment of crater   depth  due to the  carrying  out of the  hot,   relatively  weak 
solid material adjacent to the melted region. Separation of craters into "strength- 
dominated" and "melting-dominated" categories thereby becomes unnecessary. 
It is still of interest   to   note   the  extent   to   which  mel t ing of the  target 
material influences the final crater dimensions. An index of this influence is 
seen  in  Lines 16 and 17  of Table 3-2 I which  give  the  depth  reached by residual 
melting (Dm) , and  the  fraction of the  f inal   target  depth  which  this  represents 
(Dm/P) - 
For the cases analyzed  in  this  study,  the  ratio of melted  depth/crater 
depth (Line 17) varies through the relatively narrow range from .80 to .94. The 
largest   value  occurred  in Case 8053 (iron vs  aluminum at 20 km/sec), in which 
melting extended to 94% of the crater depth. In the higher velocity impact 
involving  the same materials (8054),  melting  extended  only  to  88% of the  crater  
depth. This apparent anomaly is explained by the strong influence of the vortex 
phenomena  in impact 8054 I which is described  in  Section  3.3.2.  
The  lowest  value of Dm/P was  80%, which  occurred  in  the  impact of 
porous aluminum on iron at 20 km/sec (805 7) . A significantly  higher  ratio 
occurred in the 72 km/sec impact of these  same materials (8058). Projectile 
vaporization  and  blowoff  were  present  in  both of these  cases, but the  lack of 
confinement  in  Case  8057  (discussed  in  Section  3.3.4.3)  diminished  the 
impulse  delivered to the  target.  
The Dm/P ratio is influenced  by  the  spread  which  occurs  between  the 
temperature at which  the  target  material   loses m o s t  of its strength  and  the 
melting temperature. The strength of 2024-T3 aluminum drops to 10% of its 
room temperature value at about 600°K, and m e l t s  at about 850°K. The strength 
of type  301  full   hard  stainless,   however,   drops  precipitously to 10% of its room 
temperature value at 1050"K, but does not m e l t  until about 16750K. This large 
spread  tends to increase   the  "soft" zone  beneath  the melted region,  reducing 
the  D,/P ratio for steel targets .  
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3 . 3 . 4 . 3  Projectile Vaporization and Blowoff 
Ps is seen   by   l ines  9 and 11 of Table 3-2,  hypervelocity  impacts  impart 
a very  high  specific  internal  energy  to  the  projecti le  and  target  materials.  For 
most of the cases considered  in   this   s tudy,   the   energy  levels   were  suff ic ient  
to cause  vaporizat ion of portions of the  mater ia ls .  
Table 3-3 summarizes  the  conditions  which  are  required to cause 
incipient  as we l l  as complete  melting  in  porous  aluminum,  aluminum  and  iron. 
The  impact  velocit ies  shown  are  for a one-dimensional geometry. For r ea l  
impacts,   the  peak  pressure  conditions  will   not  be felt throughout  the  projectile, 
due to the  relief  provided  by  lateral  free  surfaces.  The  impact  conditions  shown 
in  Table 3-3 are   nonethe less  a useful   guide  to   thz  incidence of vaporization. 
Where  the  energy  levels  specified  for  complete  vaporization  are  exceeded  by a 
factor  of s ay   two ,  it is reasonable   to   assume  that   the   project i le   wil l   be   vapor-  
ized   in  its entirety,   notwithstanding  free  surface effects. 
TABLE 3-3: CONDITIONS FOR VAPORIZATION IN HYPERVELOCITY IMPACTS 
Aluminum T 
Incipient 
Vaporization 
Specific  internal 
energy  require 0 .62  
Shock  pressure 
required  to  achieve 
this  level  (megabars) 
5.8 
Minimum  impact 
velocity  against  2 . 2  
aluminum  which  will 
achieve  this   condi t ion 
(cm/psec) 
Minimum  impact 
velocity  against   iron 
which  will   achieve 
this  condition 
_(cm/psec) 
1.7 
Complete 
Vaporizatior 
3 . 2  
2 6  
5.1 
3 . 9  
Iron 
0.08 0.32 
In the  current   research,  it is seen   tha t  at least partial  vaporization of the 
projecti le  occurred  in  every  impact case, with  complete  vaporization  probably 
taking  place  in  all of t he  72 km/sec  impacts.  Substantial  portions of the   t a rge t  
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were also vaporized  in  these same impacts. Only in the 20 km/sec impacts of 
porous  aluminum  on  aluminum  and  iron  (Cases  8051  and  8057)  did at least a 
portion of the  targets  fail to reach  energy levels necessary  for incipient  vapori- 
zation. 
Material   vaporization  consti tutes a major  energy  sink  in  the  impact 
process,   but  the  subsequent  high  velocity blowoff of heated  gas  out of the 
crater  can  impart  a large  impulse to the  target.  Blowoff is the  major  contributor 
to the  large  values of negat ive axial momenta in   the  ejecta (Region III) , as 
tabulated  by  l ine 2 6 in  Table  3-2,  and  for  the  correspondingly  large momentum 
multiplication factors in l ine 19. Since blowoff occurs  relatively  early i n  the 
impact process ,  its effects are   a lso  ref lected  in   the  pers is tence of peak 
pressures  in the  target ,   and  in   the  depth of the  cratering  flow fields. 
It might seem anomalous  that t h e  e jec ta  blowoff momentum is generally 
larger  for  aluminum  targets  than it is for  iron  targets,   since  impact  with  iron 
produces initially larger specific internal energies. This is especial ly  notable  
in the porous aluminum impacts. The reason for this phenomena is evident from 
the  plots  of Appendix C showing  the mass disposit ion as  a function of t ime for 
cases 8052 and 8058. These plots indicate that the projectile vapor blows out 
of a deeper   crater  i n  the case of aluminum  targets.  Lateral  expansion of t he  
vapor is therefore  inhibited,  and  the  blowoff is more  efficiently  employed  to 
impart a downward impulse  to  the  target.  By contrast ,   the  cratering  in  iron is 
relatively  shallow,  which  allows  easier  lateral   expansion of the  vapor  and  con- 
sequently  reduces  the  axial  momentum delivered to the  target.  The  dynamic 
geometry of t h e  confining  crater is thus  important  in  establishing  the  impulse 
imparted by  blowoff. 
It has been suggested previously (Olshaker and Bjork, 1962) tha t   the  
effects  of projecti le  density  could  be  accounted  for by considerlng  the  init ial  
particle velocity in projectiles impart to a target. This hypothesis was shown 
to  be  valid  over a limited velocity and density range. However, the onset of 
t h e  blowoff  phenomenon  increases  the  penetrating  efficiency of very  low  density 
projecti les  at   high impact velocit ies  and  causes  them to produce  crater  depths 
greater  than  that  density  scaling  relationship  predicts. 
A n  index of the  cratering  efficiency is afforded by the  quantity P/m 1/3 . 
It may be  noted  in  Figure  3-1  that t h e  phenomenon of blowoff causes  porous  pro- 
jectiles to  be  nearly as efficient as iron  projectiles  in  penetrating  aluminum 
targets. Against steel targets, however, the porous projectiles are significantly 
less effective  than  iron  projecti les,   due to the  poor  lateral  confinement pro- 
vided by the  shallow  craters  to  the  escaping  vaporized  material .  
3.3.5 Vortex Flow 
When a dense  projecti le  str ikes a soft target  at high  velocit ies,   an 
unusual  type of flow  develops  which  we term "vortex  f low".  This  type of f low,  
which  was  qualitatively  recognized earlier (Bjork 1961b) in  the  impact of iron on 
tuff at 30 km/sec, is observed  in  this  study  in cases 8053 and  8054  (iron vs 
aluminum at 20 and  72 km/sec.) 
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Development of vortex  flow is well-represented  by  the  series of mass, 
velocity,   and  pressure  plots  given  in  Figure  C-4 of Appendix C for  impact case 
8054. The early mass plots,  views (a),  (b) , and (c), show the rapid penetra- 
t ion of the  dense  projecti le  into  the  relatively  soft   aluminum  target,   and  the 
converging  rebound of vaporized  target  material from the   s ides  of the  crater ,  
In the   subsequent  mass plots  in  views (d) and  (e),   the  converging  target  material  
closes  over  the  projecti le,   forming a cavity.  
The velocity fields provide the best insight into the material flow. Early 
vortex  action is seen   in   v iew (h) when  the  rebounding  target  material  strikes  the 
trail ing  sides of the  project i le .  As the rebounding material closes over the pro- 
jectile, it converges on the axis ,  creat ing high pressures .  As seen in view (i) ,  
material  above  about 4 c m  is strongly  accelerated  upward by this   pressure,  
while  material  below  that  depth is accelerated  downward  into  the  void  created 
previously by the  project i le ' s   passage.  The downward flow of material  interacts 
with  the  rear of the  project i le ,   leading  to   the  c i rcular   f low  pat tern  in   view (4,) 
which  suggests  a vortex  centered at about y = 30 and x = 10. 
The effects of vortex  flow  on  penetration  are  evident from the   p ressure  
f ie lds .  In view (r), an isolated high pressure region is seen on the axis down 
to a depth of about 24 cm.  Th i s  region is the  resul t  of the  convergence of the 
rebounding  target  material  into  the  void  above  the  projectile,  and it is the  
cause of the  high  velocity  material  flow  both  upward  and  downward. At t = 38.1 
psec, view (t) , pressures   greater   than 100 kb   ex i s t   i n  most of the axial region 
below a point about 4 c m  above  the  original  target  surface.  The pers i s tence  of 
this high pressure,  which is evident   in   views (u), (v), and (w) , is responsible 
for  imparting  an  additional  increment of momentum  and  kinetic  energy  to  the 
cratering  flow field. This  forces a given  level of dynamic  pressure to a greater 
depth  in  the  target,   thereby  enhancing  the  crater  dimensions.  
These same phenomena  are  present  to a lesser   degree   in   Case   8053.  
Formation of the  cavi ty  by convergence of rebounding  target  material  behind  the 
projectile is evident in views (j) and (k) of Figure C-3 in  Appendix C .  Forma- 
t ion of a downward jet as the  material   converges at the  axis is also shown 
c lear ly   in   these   v iews ,  as wel l  as in  the  velocity  f ield of view (v). In Case 
8053,  not as much of the  vaporized  target  mass is involved  in  the  vortex  flow 
as  compared  with  Case  8054.  This  material  is ab le  to quickly blow out, thereby 
relieving  the  pressure  against   the  rear of the projectile. The added increment 
of momentum and  kinetic  energy  imparted to the  cratering  f low  due  to  this  process 
therefore  does  not  significantly  increase  the  crater  dimensions. 
3.4  Comparisons  With  Other -Work 
No other  computations of the  impact  craters  produced  in t h e  velocity  range 
of interest  to this program  have  been  published, so there  are  no  direct   bases  for 
comparisons with the crater dimensions which we have calculated. However, 
we   can  cite cer ta in   aspec ts  of the  hydrodynamic  calculations by Walsh et a1 (19 64) 
and  an  empirical f i t  by Henman  and  Jones (19 62). The other hydrodynamic calcu- 
lations  have  deduced  the  dependence of crater  dimensions  on  velocity  and pro- 
ject i le  densi ty  i n  this velocity range. However,  the results contain an undefined 
constant  which  must  be  determined by a suitable  experiment.  .The  work of 
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Herrman  and  Jones is descr ibed by them as empirical  and  "not  based  on  rational 
theoretical   grounds"  and  for  this  reason  they  caution against extrapolating  their  
expression to higher velocities or other materials. This seems harsh  in  
describing a painstaking  and  significant  study.  We  wish to point  out  here a 
physical  mechanism  in  addition to those  which  they  considered  which  enters  at 
high  velocit ies  and  which  we  believe  would  cause  their   expression to under- 
estimate crater  dimensions i f  it were  extended  to  higher  velocit ies.  
3 . 4 . 1  Other Hydrodynamical Computations 
In Appendix D, we  discuss   the  theoret ical   invest igat ion of hypervelocity 
impact by Walsh and his co-workers. Briefly, they have derived a velocity 
scaling  exponent  based  upon  examination of the  late-time character is t ics  of 
i so la ted  ta rge t  shocks ,  as  predicted by hydrodynamic calculations. The concept 
of late stage equivalence  was  then  evolved as a means  for  normalizing  the com-  
puted velocity dependence of penetration with experimental data. However, 
experiments i n  the  required  velocity  range  (above 2c o, or  very  roughly  twice  the 
sound  speed  in  the  target)   are  not  yet   available.  
From th i s  approach,  Walsh  concludes  that   for  solid-solid impacts a t  
a) P/m1l3 is constant  for a given impact velocity and target material 
velocit ies above 2co: 
(usual ly   s ta ted  in   the  equivalent  form that P/d is proportional  to t h e  cube  root of 
projectile  density). 
b) For a given target and projecti le,  penetration varies as the  0.58 power 
of impact  velocity. 
In the case of aluminum  targets,  the  data  shown i n  F'gure 3-1 (page 37 
are   consis tent   with  Walsh 's   conclusion,   inasmuch as  P/m 1/3 is essent ia l ly  
independent of densi ty  at both 20 and 72 km/sec. In steel targets,  agreement is 
evident in Figure 3-2 for t he  72 km/sec impacts. A t  20 km/sec, however, the 
low  density  projectile  point  departs  significantly from a constant P/m1/3 rela- 
t ionship.  (The i ron vs  s teel  point  is also low, but as previously discussed,  a 
recalculation of this impact  taking  into  consideration  thermal  degradation of 
target  strength  would  probably  raise it by 15 - 20%.) 
Walsh's  velocity  exponent  may  be  compared by using  our  calculated 
penetrations  at  20 and 72 km/sec,  which  are  within  the  range  above 2c0 for both 
iron and aluminum. In Figure 3-5, the slopes of the straight l ines connecting 
the  data   points   obtained  in   this   s tudy  for   ahminum  targets   represent  a type of 
average of the  velocity  exponent of penetrations  between 20 and 72 km/sec. The 
data on this plot have  been  used to normalize  Walsh's  expression.  Satisfactory 
agreement is s e e n ,  as the   resu l t s   a re   cons is ten t  to within 7% between 20 and 72 
km/s ec . 
A s  mentioned  previously,  values of P/m1I3 for  impacts  into steel at 20 
km/sec show a dependence  on  density  for  porous  projectiles.  Comparison  with 
Walsh's  constant  velocity  exponent  are  therefore  not  meaningful  for  the steel 
target  cratering  predictions.  
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FIGURE 3-5 
COMPARISON OF PENETRATION PREDICTIONS 
FOR IMPACTS ON ALUMINUM 
WITH HYDRODYNAMIC TREATMENT OF WALSH ET AL 
AND EMPIRICAL FIT OF HERRMANN AND JONES 
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The  extent of agreement  with  Walsh's  conclusions  in  aluminum  targets 
is gratifying. W e  attr ibute  this to the dominance of thermal conditioning effects 
in   the  targets   for   the  impacts   considered.   Peak  shock  pressures   determine  the 
release  temperature  an  element  will   at tain.  The impulse profile determines the 
displacement of these  elements  into  the  target.   Hence  the  residual  temperature 
profile i n  the  target is establ ished by the  character is t ics  of the  isolated  shock. 
As discussed in Appendix D, Ish emphasizes  the role of the isolated shock , 
and  we  would  expect to find  convergence  with  his  conclusions  for  those  impacts 
where  thermal  degradation of target  strength is extensive,  and  where  equivalence 
between  shocks  for  different  impacts  can  be  established at relatively  early times. 
We  would  again  caution,  however,  against  overemphasis  upon  average 
velocity exponents5 especially as a basis for extrapolation. The present study 
does not claim to establ ish  the  funct ional   dependence of penetration  on  projectile 
density  or  impact  velocity.  Rather,  our  approach  has  been  to  exhibit  the  physics 
of the  impact  process  which  lead to establishment of the  f inal   crater ,   and to 
evaluate  its dimensions quantitatively based on the physical model. The evalua- 
t ion is conducted at project i le   densi t ies   and  speeds  chosen  to   bracket   the 
meteoroid regime. With reasonable confidence , resu l t s   can  be interpolated to 
obtain  data  within  that  regime, as i l lustrated  in  Section  3.3.2.  
The  physics  are seen to  be sufficiently  complex  that  it  would  be  surpris- 
ing if a simple functional  dependence  could  be  found  which  would  apply  over a 
broad range of target  material ,   projecti le  material ,   and  impact  velocity.  
The  computations  conducted  herein  have  served to display  in  detail   the 
interplay  among  the  various  physical  mechanisms  which  contribute to the  forma- 
t ion of the  ultimate  crater.  These  include  the  formation  and  propagation of the  
shock systems, and their  interaction with the various rarefactions.  These inter-  
actions  determine  the  apportionment of energy  and momentum among the   e jec ta ,  
cratering  f low,  and  isolated  shock, as wel l  as the  thermal  conditioning of the 
target by the  isolated  shock,  and  f inally  the  plastic  deformation  occasioned by 
the cratering flow in the conditioned material .  When one adds to this the 
complex  physics of the  equation of state  and  consti tutive  relations,   one can 
appreciate  the  difficulty of describing  the  total  behavior  in  terms of two  or  three 
parameters  for a wide class of conditions.  
3.4.2 The Fit  of Herrmann and Jones 
Herrmann  and  Jones  (1962)  recommend  the  use of the  following  expression 
to  summarize  the  large  body of experimental  data  which  has  been  accumulated: 
~ * 
The  velocity  exponent is defined by any of the  forms 
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where K = Pp/pt 
Brinell hardness of target.  
The  constants ,   k l   and  k2,   are   prescr ibed  for   each  target   mater ia l ,   and 
:he veloci ty   range  where  each  pair  of constants  is valid is also  specified.   The 
expression is derived by close  analogy  with  the  model of Bohn and Fuchs. This 
model  accounts  for  the static target  strength  through  the  Brinell  hardness  number. 
The model also  indicates  the  important  role of inertial  effects in  diminishing  the 
velocity  exponent  at   higher  velocit ies.  
Besides fi t t ing experimental  data well ,  extrapolation of E q .  3- 1 was  
shown to provide a good  fit to the  crater  dimensions  which  had  previously  been 
computed on a hydrodynamic model (Bjork, 1959) . This is not surprising, since 
inertial  effects are  well   accounted  for  in  the  hydrodynamic  model,   and  the  use 
of the  dynamic  pressure  criteria  for  crater  termination  simulates  strength effects, 
as well  as their   decreasing  relative  importance.  
As previously  noted,  however,  consideration of thermal  conditioning  (in 
terms of melting) by the  isolated  shock  caused  the  or iginal   crater ing  predict ions 
for the 72 km/sec impact to be raised (Bjork, 1963). The more refined model 
employed  for  termination of crater  growth  in  this  study  reinforces  those  conclu- 
sions.  Inasmuch as this mechanism of thermal conditioning by t h e  isolated  shock 
was  not  incorporated  in  the  model of Herrmann  and  Jones  (nor  was it needed to 
describe  the  lower  velocity  impacts  with  which  they  were  concerned)  the  data 
from our ana lyses  of very high velocity  impacts  depart  significantly from their  
model, as is seen in Figure 3-5. 
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SECTION 4 
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 
To compute  the  probability  that a structure  will  be  perforated  during a 
given exposure  in   space,   one must  know  both  the  meteoroid  environment  and  the 
perforating power of an  individual  meteoroid.  Since  the  perforating  power is a 
function of the  meteoroid's mass, density,   and  velocity,   the  ideal  information 
would  be a complete  specification of the  metoeroid  flux as a function of each  of 
these parameters. However, not enough information is avai lable  at present to 
provide such an extensive description. The data reviewed in this section 
provides : 
a) an estimate of the average density of meteoroids in a 
given  velocity  range,  and 
b) the cumulative f l u x  of all meteoroids as a function of mass. 
It will   be  seen  that   there is some  uncertainty  in  even  this  limited  information. 
However,   the  data is improving each year.  
The  bulk of currently  available  information  regarding  the  meteoroid  envir- 
onment is derived from four  sources: 
a) Photographic observations of t h e  luminous trajectories of 
meteoroids in the earth's atmosphere (photographic meteors), 
b) Radar observations of t h e  ionization trails  of meteoroids in the 
earth's  atmosphere  (radio  meteors) , 
c) Rocket and satellite sounding board measurements of meteoroid 
impact momentum, and 
d) Penetrating flux measurements by sa te l l i t es  such  as  those  taken  
by Explorer XVI, Explorer XXIII, and by the  Pegasus  vehicles.  
Photographic  observations  are  possible  for m e t e  rs of magnitude  zero  to 
five, corresponding roughly to masses from 1 gm t o  10 gms . Radio observations 
overlap  this  range,  but  are  found m o s t  useful  for  meteors  in  the 5 t o  9 magnitude 
range,  corresponding  to  about to 10-6 gms .  For  convenience,  meteors  in 
the  1 to 10-2 gm range  are  referred to as  photographic  meteors,  and  those  in  the 
10-2 to 10-6 gm range ar referred to as radio meteors. Since meteoroids in tne 
mass range  from 1 t o  g m s  const i tute  the greatest  hazard to a vehicle in 
space, the  continuing  progress of the  photographic  and  radar  observation  tech- 
niques,   and  in  the  interpretation of data  obtained by these  techniques,  is of 
particular  importance to those  concerned  with  the  meteoroid  hazard to space-  
craft .  
-9 
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4.1  Meteoroid  Densities 
4.1.1  PhotoqraPhic  Observations 
Jacchia, Verniani, and Briggs (1965) have published a prec ise   ana lys i s  of 
the  atmospheric trajectories of 413 meteors. These cases were  selected  from  the 
group  of  3,500 meteors doubly  photographed by  Super-Schmidt  cameras  in  the 
Harvard photographic meteor program. The authors stress that the cases se lec ted  
were  those  which  were  l ikely to yield  excel lent   decelerat ion  measurements ,  and 
that a bias might  be  introduced by this method of sample  select ion.  
As an  input to reducing  the  data,  Verniani's  (1964a)  value of 1 .O x 
(cgs) was used as the photographic luminous efficiency coefficient. On the basis  
of th i s   ana lys i s ,  it was  found  that   the  average  density of the  observed  meteoroids 
was  0.2 6 gm/cm3. Whereas  each  meteor  shower  appears to have  character is t ic  
average  density  which  differs from other   showers ,   the   average of all shower 
meteors  was  found to have  the same density as the  sporadic  meteors,   which is 
consis tent   with  the  hypothesis   that   the   sporadic   component   ar ises  from dispersed 
showers.  
A search  for  meteors of asteroidal  origin (i. e. , high  density)  disclosed 
only  one of the  413  reduced cases which  might  qualify as a member of this  group. 
While little weight  can  be  given to an  individual  density  determination, it may 
be  noted  that  the  computed  density of this   meteor   was 4.9  gm/cm3,  which is the 
right  order of magnitude for an  asteroidal  meteor.  
4.1.2 Radar Observations 
Verniani (1964b) , using  the  ionizing  efficiency  given by Vemiani  and 
Hawkins  (1964),  deduced  that  the  radio  meteors  with  an  average  magnitude of 8 
which  were  observed  in  the  Harvard  radio  meteor  program  have  an  average  density 
of about  0.5 gm/cm3. 
More recently, Vemiani and Hawkins (1965) have examined the radar 
observations of the   t r a i l s  of 320 meteors. Although they observed some masses 
in the range of 1.5 x 10-5 to 2 X gv1, most of the observations were made on 
meteors  having masses near gm.  The  median of the  observed  densi t ies   was 
c l o s e  to 1 gm/cm3. Included were 32 Geminid meteors, 19 of which yielded 
accegtable deceleration measurements.  The mean density of the 19 Geminid 
meteors  was  1.0 f 0.3 gms/cm3, which is in  good  agreement  with  the  average 
densi ty  of 1.0 f 0.2  gms/cm3  found  for  photographic  Geminid  meteors by Jacchia,  
Vemiani,   and Briggs (19 65). 
Verniani  and  Hawkins (1 9 65) examined  the  possible  errors i n  their  com - 
puted  densi t ies ,   and cite the  need  to   consider   the  average  values   given  by a 
group of measurements,   rather  than to accept  individual  measurements.  
The  total  group  yielded 285 individual  density  measurements,  of which 44 
percent  were less than 1 gm/cm3, 46 percent were between 1 and 12 gms/cm3, 
and  the  remainder  were  larger  than 12  gms/cm3. Both the  median  and  mean of 
the  densi t ies   were close to 1 gm/cm3. 
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When  those  meteors  having a deceleration  error  greater  than  half  the 
deceleration itself were  rejected,  a group of 185 remained. 51% of these  had 
densi t ies  less than 1 gm/cm3, with a mean of 0.37 f .03 gms/cm3. 45% had 
densit ies between 1 and 12  gms/cm3, with a mean of 2.8 f . 2  gms/cm3. The 
remaining 4 percent  had  unrealisi t ically  high  densit ies.  
When  those  meteors  with  standard  deceleration  errors  greater  than 1/5 
the dec.eleration are rejected,  a group of 58 cases remained. These cases sub- 
divide  into 60% which  had  densities less than 1 gm/cm3, with a mean of 
0.36 -k .05 gms/cm3, with  the  remainder  (in  the  density  range  above 1 gm/cm3) 
having a mean  density of 2 . 4  * 0.3 gms/cm3. In this group,  only  three  meteors 
had  computed  densities  greater  than 12  gms/cm3. 
4.1.3 Conclusions Reqarding Densities 
It had  been  previously  supposed  that as many as 10% of the  photographic 
and  radio  meteors  are  asteroidal i n  origin,   and  hence of relatively  high  density. 
The  above-quoted  observations,  however, fail to   show  evidence of such  a signi-  
ficant high  density corn ponent. 
To compute  the  perforating  hazard  during  this  program,  we  have  accepted 
the  density of photographic meteors (mass greater than 10y2 gms) as 0.26 gm/cm3, 
and hav assumed that equal numbers of meteors  with  densities of 0.3 7 and 2.8 
gms/cm 5 ex is t   in  t h e  mass range from to  10-lOgms.  Further,  we  have 
assumed  that the  number of meteoroids  having  densities  substantially  larger  than 
3.0 gms/cm3 is negligible. 
4 .2  Meteoroid  Flux a s  a Function of Mass  
4 . 2 . 1  Photoqraphic  Meteors 
The  best  current  estimate of the  flux of photographic  meteors as a func- 
tion of mass comes from the  work of Hawkins  and  Southworth (1958) and  Hawkins 
and Upton (1958). It is important that i n  these   s tud ies  a homogeneous sample of 
the  meteoroid  flux  was  considered, all observed cases being  retained  for  con- 
sideration. However,  the results of Jacchia, Verniani, and Ekiggs (1965) may be 
expected to exert   an  influence  on t h e  flux of photographic  meteors  as  deduced by 
Hawkins  and  Upton. 
Jacchia et a1 found  that  the classical theories of meteor  magnitude as a 
function of mass, velocity  and  zenith  angle  are  not  adequate to compute  magni-- 
tudes  accurately.  Almost all meteors break up when they enter the atmosphere, 
a factor  which  complicates t e ana lys i s   in  a major way. The onset of breakup 
correlates   bet ter   with  the  pv9  than  with  pv2,   which  suggests   that   heat   t ransfer  
rather  than  dynamic  air  pressure is the   cause  of breakup. (In the  preceding 
expression,  p is the atmospheric density .) The most conclusive evidence for 
breakup is the  lengthening of the  luminous  trail as the  meteor  travels  through  the 
atmosphere. This  l eads  to t h e  phenomena of terminal blending described by 
Jacchia et al. Another indication of breakup is the fact that   the   meteor 's   decel-  
eration  does not obey  single  body  deceleration  theory.   These  factors  were  given 
careful  at tention  in  the  preceding  reference.  
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From a least-squares  f i t  of their  reduced data, Jacchia et a1 deduced  the 
following  dependence of peak  photographic  magnitude  on  the mass, ini t ia l  
veloci ty ,   and  zeni th   angle  of a meteoroid: 
logMpm = 55.34 - 8.75  log v - 2.25  log m 
- 1.5  log   cos  ZR (4- 1) 
where  Mpm is the  peak  visual  magnitude, M is the  initial  meteoroid mass i n  gm,  
v is the  init ial   velocity  in  km/sec , and ZR is the 2enit.h angle.  
Although  the  flux  deduced by Hawkins  and  Upton  may  be  corrected to first  
order by assigning a corrected mass to  the  zero  magnitude  meteor,   such a treat-  
ment  tacitly assumes that   the   effects  of velocity  and  zenith  angle  average  out 
for a given mass. In view of the  s t rong  dependence  on  these  quant i t ies   suggested 
in  Eq.  (4-1), this might represent a poor assumption, and the subject merits 
further  consideration. 
For  our  present  purposes,  the  flux is estimated  by  correcting  the mass of 
a zero magnitude, 30 km/sec meteor as follows: Table 4-1 spec i f ies   the  mass of 
a zero  visual  magnitude  meteoroid as a function of initial  velocity  and  zenith 
angle. One should note that the photographic magnitude specified in E q .  (4-1) 
must  be  corrected by the  color  index  to  obtain  peak  visual  magnitude  (Jacchia, 
1957). Based on an average velocity of 30 km/sec,   anda  zenith  angle  between 
45  and 60°, we  take  the mass of a zero  visual  magnitude  meteor  to  be  2.5  grams. 
This  quantity  was  used  to  further  correct  the  expression of Hawkins  and  Upton 
(1958)  which  had  previously  been  corrected  by  Whipple  (1963)  to  account  for 
earth shielding and to correct   to  a 1 gram zero visual magnitude meteor. The 
f ina l  expression  which  we use here as the   bes t   es t imate  of the  photographic 
meteor  f lux  as a function of mass is: 
log N = - 1.34  log m - 14 (4-2) 
where N is the  cumulative f lux  per  square  meter  per  second of meteoroids  having 
mass greater than m grams. The effect of earth shielding has been included so 
that this  represents  the  f lux  on a randomly  oriented  body  in  space  near  Earth. 
That is, it expresses   the  f lux  in  277 s teradians of solid angle.  The expression is 
taken  to  hold  over  the mass range  from to 1 gram. 
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TABLE 4-1: THE MASS (in gm) OF A ZERO VISUAL MAGNITUDE METEOROID 
AS A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY AND ZENITH ANGLE 
- (from Jacchia ,  Verniani., and Briggs , 1965) 
Velocity (km/sec) 
loo  70°  60° 50° 40° 30° 20° 
O0 120 8.13  1.66  0.55  0.23  0. 1 0. 62
30° 132  8.91  1.82  0.63  0.25  0. 2  0. 68 
Q) 
4 
3 151  10.2  2. 9  0.69 0. 9 0.14 0. 78 4s0 
. 60' 191  12.92.63  0 87.36  180.0 8 -rl c 
N 269 18.2  3.72  1.23  0.51 0.25 0.14750 
8 So 617  41.7  8.5   2.82 1 .17  0.58  0.32 
4.2.2 Radio Meteors 
Radar  observations of the  ionized  trail  produced  by  radio  meteors  permit 
the  computation of the  number of electrons  produced  in a unit  length of the  trail .  
The  computation of meteoroid mass requires a substantial   amount of additional 
information which is only approximately known at the present t ime.  As outlined 
in  many places (e. g. , Elford, Hawkins, and Southworth, 1964), the total number 
of electrons  in   the  t ra i l  is: 
Q =  f i ~  m (4-3) 
where Q is the  number of electrons produced in  the t ra i l ,  m is the original mass 
of a meteoroid, and /3 is the ionizing efficiency, or average number of electrons 
ionized per ablated meteoroid atom. The value of p depends on  the composition 
by atomic s ecies of the  meteoroid  body,  and Elford et a1 take  its value to be 
3.8 x 10-28gm. The ionizing efficiency is also a function of composition, since 
it is different for each atomic species. A more  serious  error  arises  in  assessing 
the velocity depencence of fi. It varies strongly with velocity,  usually being 
expressed as proportional to velocity raised to a high power. Unfortunately, the 
uncertainty lies in  the  velocity  exponent.  Elford et a1 y6ed the value computed 
by Verniani and Hawkins (1964), namely f i  = 1.0 x 10- v4, where v is in meters 
per  second. 
Assuming an  ideal ized  t ra i l  of constant  line density  over a height  range 
Ah l eads  to Q = q, A h , where qz is the zeni thal  l ine densi ty .  In actuali ty the 
l ine   dens i ty  varies considerably  along  - the  trail .  In computing  the  response of 
the  Harvard radar system, Elford (19 64) assumed  that   the maximum line densi ty ,  
qm, is related to q, by qm = q2 cos x-,  where x is the radiant zenith distance.  
Elford advocates   the use of 
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to estimate the   in i t ia l  mass of radio  meteors.   This  expression  assumes  the 
typical value of Ah to be 6 km. 
The f l u x  of meteors  producing  trails  having  zenithal  line  densities  greater 
than qz = 4.5 x 1O1O electrons  per  meter  had  previously  been  estimated by Elford 
and Hawkins (1964) to be 40 km-2 hr-l , or about per square meter per 
second. 
In the  following  table  we  calculate  the mass and  veloaity of meteors 
which produce 4.5 x 101o electrons per meter as derived from E q .  (4-4). Also 
shown  in  this  table  are  the  penetration  depth i n  semi-infinite  targets of steel 
and  aluminum  derived  from  the  present  study. 
TABLE 4-2: VELOCITY, MASS, AND PENETRATING POWER OF RADIO METEORS 
WHICH PRODUCE LINE DENSITIES OF 4.5 X 1010 E L E C T R O N S ~ E T E R  
Penetration 
Velocity M a s s  Density in   S tee l  in Aluminum 
km/s ec (sm) (sm/cm3) (c m) (c m) 
20 
30 
6.5 x 
1.3 x 
72 3.9 x 
0.26 
2.7 
0.26 
2.7 
0.26 
2 . 7  
.022 
.039 
.o 19 
. 0 2 7  
.o 1 2  
.013 
. 0 50 . 0 58 
.038 
.042 
.02 1 
.021  
The  flux of met-2 sec-' should be reduced by a factor of two to  
yield  the f l u x  on a randomly-oriented  body  in  space  near  earth. 
4.2.3 Rocket and Satellite Sounding Board Data 
Figure  4- 1 , from  Alexander et a1 (1962), is a collection of data  gathered 
by various  sounding  rockets  and  satellites  which  carried  microphone  sounding 
board pickups. Such sounding boards are assumed to be  sensi . t ive  to  the momen- 
tum of the  incoming  particle,  so that  the  threshold  mass is the  threshold  nomen- 
tum divided by the  meteoroid  velocity.  Computation of mass from these  measure-  
ments thus requires the assumption of a nominal velocity. Alexander et a1 fi t ted 
the  data  in  Figure  4-1  with  the  solid  line. An average  velocity of 30 km/sec  was 
assumed.  Account  was  taken of the  shielding  effect  of the   ea r th   a s   we l l   a s   t he  
directional  properties of the  sounding  board  detectors  used. 
The  impact  computations  conducted  in  the  present  study  and  summarized 
i n  Table  3-2,   indicate  that   the momentum imparted  to  the  sounding  board is about 
an  order  of magnitude  larger  than t h e  momentum of the  particle itself , due to the  
recoil  momentum  created  by  the  ejection of material   "splashed" from the  target  
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OBTPINED WITH MICROPHONE AND PHOTOMULTIPLIER SYSTEMS 
(from Alexander et al ,  1962) 
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surface.   Consequent ly ,   the  f i t  by Alexander et a1 should  be  corrected by shifting 
it by an order of magnitude  towards smaller masses. Such a correction  assumes 
tha t   the   sp lash  momentum is a cons tan t  factor larger   than  the  par t ic le  momentum. 
This is only  approximately  true,  and  more  refined  corrections  may be made  for 
individual cases by using  the  data  presented  in  Table 3-2. 
4.2.4 Direct Measurements of Penetratinq Flux 
The Explorer XVI and  XXIII, and the Pegasus I ,  11, and 111 satellites have 
made  direct  measurements of the  f lux of meteors  capable of penetrating  certain 
th icknesses  of metals. These  observations  are of major   importance  in   assessing 
the  hazard  to   spacecraf t   due to meteoroid  encounters. 
In the  Explorer XVI experiment, pressurized beryllium-copper  containers 
having  wal l   th icknesses  of 1, 2 ,  and 5 m i l s  were  exposed  in  space  for a period 
of a few months. In Explorer XXIII, similar pressurized containers were exposed, 
except  that  1/2-hard type 302 s ta in less   s tee l   was   used ,   wi th   wal l   th icknesses  of 
1 and 2 mils .  
The Pegasus satellites exposed electrical  condenser-type detectors.  In 
these  experiments   the  exposed metal layer  comprised  one  plate of a condenser ,  
which was discharged when a meteoroid perforated this plate. Complete perfora- 
t ion of the  f irst   plate  was  required to produce a count.   The  plate  thicknesses 
used in the experiments were 40, 200, and 400 microns (approximately 1 . 6 ,  8 ,  
and 16 mils) .  The 40 micron plates were 1100-0 aluminum, while the 200 and 
400 micron plates were 2024-T3. 
The  total  number of perforations,  and  the  penetrating  flux  for  these  direct 
observat ions,  as reported by Hastings (1964) for Explorer XVI, O'Neal  (1965) for 
Explorer XXIII, and Naumann (1966) for Pegasus, are summarized in Table 4-3. 
No correction has been made for earth shielding. Standard deviations are also 
shown in Table 4-3. The indicated deviation for the Pegasus experiments is 
smal l   because  of the  large number of total   perforations.  
The close  agreement  between  the  Explorer XVI and  Explorer XXIII data  
for  corresponding  wall  thicknesses  suggests  rather  strongly  that  beryllium-copper 
and type 302, 1/2 hard stainless steel  have similar perforation properties.  T h i s  
would  also  be  concluded from rough  consideration of the  probable  hydrodynamic 
properties of Be-Cu. The computational results from Section 3 permit u s  to 
estimate the  mass required to perforate   the  s ta inless   s teel   containers  of Explorer 
XXIII, and  by  analogy,  the  beryllium-copper  containers of Explorer XVI. 
The pressurized  container  walls  are  unsupported  and  the  cratering effects 
are  confined  to a region  which is small compared  with  the  container 's   radius of 
curvature. Thus the wall behaves as  a flat plate of given thickness with a n  
unsupported rear free surface. As discussed  in   Sect ion 2 . 2 . 6 ,  meteoroids will 
s t r ike  the  wal l   wi th   an  average  obl iqui ty   angle  of 45O, which  reduces  the  average 
crater   depth by a factor of about 1.4. On the other hand, a meteoroid which 
would  penetrate  to a depth P in  a semi-infinite  target  will  marginally  penetrate 
a plate  of thickness  1 . 4  P. These  two effects are  assumed to cancel   each  other  
and  one  may  use  the  penetration  results  summarized  in  Figure 3-2 direct ly   to  
compute the required mass. The plate thickness  is set equal  to the penetration 
as  given  in  that   f igure.   Thus  the mass which  will  marginally  perforate a plate  
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TABLE 4-3: SATELLITE  PENETRATING  FLUX  DATA 
F= Experiment 
Explorer XVI 
(from Hastings , 19 64) 
Explorer XXIII 
(from 0-Neal , 1965) 
Pegasus I ,  I1 , and I11 
(from Naumann , 19 66) 
T 
Perforations 
1 m i l  Cu-Be 
2 mil Cu-Be 
i 
! 
5 m i l  Cu-Be 0 
! 
1 m i l  302 Stainless 2 4  
Steel ,  1/2 Hard 
2 m i l  302 Stainless , 25 
Steel,  1/2 Hard 
4 0 1  1100 A1 58 2 
2001  2024-T3 A l  
194 4 0 0 ~  2024-T3 Al 
49 
L 
1 
I 
i 
( 2 . 1  + ":)x a ,  I 2 . 4 ~  10' - 7 . 6 ~  1 
I f 
(1.85 *.08) x l o m 6  b 
2 . 8 ~  - 3 . 3 ~  (4.4 f .35) x b 
3 . 5 ~  lom8 - 4 . 1 ~  lo-? (2.08 f .35) x b 
2 . 8 ~  10-l' - 3 . 3 ~  lo-' 
a 95% Confidence L imi t s  
b 1 - Sigma Limits 
of thickness  T is given by 
Since  neither  the  density  nor  velocity of the  perforating  meteoroid is 
known to  us ,   there  is an uncertainty in Mmarg. The review of the meteoroid 
environment  given  above  indicates  that the  impacting  meteoroid  will  probably 
have a velocity  between 20 and 72 km/sec and a density  between  0.26  and  2.7 
gm/cc. The extremes in Mmarg will correspond to the extremes of P/m1/3 
which  occur  with  those  ranges of velocity and density. From Figure 3-2, the 
extremes  are: 
a) Maximum P/m 1/3 = 3.8 ~ m / g m l / ~ ,   c o r r e s p o n d i n g   t o  a densi ty  of 
2.7 gm/cm3 and  a velocity of 72 km/sec. A t  72 km/sec , P/m1/3 is nearly inde- 
pendent of density. Thus i f  the  velocity of the meteoroids were measured to be 
near 72 km/sec, Mmarg would be determined quite accurately, no matter what 
the  meteoroid  density.  
b) Minimum P/m1/3 = 1 . 2  ~ m / g m l / ~ ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a density of 
0.26 gm/cm3 and a velocity of 20 km/sec. 
The  corresponding  marginal  perforating masses are  included  in  Table 
4-3  for  the 1 and 2 mil  thicknesses  in  Explorer XVI and XXIII. 
By similar  reasoning  the  results of Figure  3-1  are  directly  applicable  to 
t he  200 p and 4 0 0 ~  plates  of the Pegasus experiments. These plates are backed 
by 1 2  of mylar and .635 c m  of open cell foam, which does not provide enough 
support to significantly effect the perforation properties. Moreover, the 200 p 
and 400 p plates   are   made of 2024-T3  aluminum,  which is the  alloy  used  in com- 
puting  the  results  shown  in  Figure 3- 1. 
The 40g plates,  however,  are made from 1100-0 aluminum . An even more 
significant  difference is that  they  are  backed by 1 2  p of mylar  and  125p of hard 
epoxy resin. This backup structure provides enough support to materially modify 
the  perforative  properties of the aluminum plate. A quant i ta t ive  assessment  of 
the  mass required to perforate t h e  detector  structure  would  require a numerical 
computation,  and  we  only  note  here  that  the  requisite mass will  be  larger  than  for 
an  unsupported  thickness  of aluminum. 
For the   ran  e of probable  meteoroid  parameters  considered,  the  following 
extremes  in P/m 173  are   abstracted from Figure 3-1: 
a) Maximum P/m1I3: 6 . 1  ~ m / g m l / ~ ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to a density of 
2.7 gm/cm3 and a veloci ty  of 72 km/sec. 
b) Minimum P / X ~ ’ / ~ :  2 . 7  ~ m / g m l / ~ ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to a densi ty  of 
0 .26  gm/cm3 and a velocity of 20 km/sec. 
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The  corresponding  marginal  perforating masses are tabulated  in  Table 
4-3 for plate th icknesses  of 4 0 p ,  2 0 0 p ,  and 4 0 0 ~ .  As noted previously, the 
mass tabulated for  the 4 0 p  plate is probably  lower  than  that  actually  required 
to produce a response  in   the  Pegasus 40 p detector. 
4.2.5- Summary of Mass  Flux  Data 
The  observational data on  the  meteoroid f l u x  as a function of mass a re  
summarized  in  Figure 4-2. A l l  of these  data have  been  adjusted to yield the f l u x  
on  a randomly-oriented  body  in space near  Earth.  The  photographic meteor data  
of Hawkins  and  Upton,  analyzed  by  correcting  the mass of a zero  order, 30 km/ 
sec meteor as outlined  in  Section 4 . 2 . 1  , lie in  the range  between 10-2 and 1 gm. 
Proceeding  toward  larger  luxes, the  radio  meteor data of Elford et a1 are shown 
at a f lux   leve l  of 5 x 10' sf /metZ/sec. Plotted  are  cumulative masses correspond- 
ing to velocit ies of 20  , 30,  and 72 km/sec.  Heavier  weight  should  be  given to 
the 20  and 30 km/sec  points,  since most meteoroids  are  believed to fall in   this  
range. 
The average  height of the  Explorer XVI and XXIII orbi ts   was  such as to 
produce Earth shielding about 1/4 of the  t ime.  In other words , the satellites 
were exposed to 3n steradians  on the average. In Figure 4-2 the fluxes from 
Table 4-3 are  reduced by a factor of 1 .5  to yield the flux  on a randomly-oriented 
body in space near  Earth. 
The rocket  and  satellite  sounding  board  data  summarized by Alexander 
et a1 and by McCracken  fall at the highest f lux  levels.  These data   are  also 
shown  with  a  nominal  correction of an  order of magnitude  towards  smaller 
masses  to  account  for the sp l a sh  momentum. 
It is seen  in  Figure 4-2 that most of the  data for the photographic  and 
radio  meteors , and the perforating f l u x  measurements of Explorer  and  Pegasus  can 
be adequately  represented by the smooth  curve  presented  in the figure. 
Two exceptions  are  the  extreme  velocity  end of the  radio  meteors,  and 
the  40 ~1 Pegasus point. Undue significance should not be attached to the  
location of the radio  meteor  points,  in  view of the uncertainty  in  ionizing 
efficiency discussed in Section 4 .2 .2 .  The 40 p Pegasus point should probably 
be  corrected to larger masses as   d i scussed   in   Sec t ion  4.2 .4 .  
Although the photographic,  radio  and satellite perforating  f lux  data  can  be 
adequately  represented by a smooth curve  in  Figure 4-2, it is seen  that the  sound- 
ing  board  data depart significantly from this  curve.   Indeed,  even  with  the 
correction of splash  momentum,  the  sounding  board  data differ from the perforating 
f lux data by from one to two  orders of magnitude.  We  are  unable to account for 
this major  discrepancy.  However, it is noteworthy that the  Explorer XVI satellite 
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carried  both  pressurized  container  and  sounding  board  experiments;  the  sounding 
board  gave a substantially  higher  counting  rate  than  did  the  pressurized  cans. 
One  must  regard  the fact that  many  containers  were  exposed  for a long  period of 
t i m e  and  remained  pressurized as placing  an  unambiguous  upper l i m i t  on  the 
penetrating flux for 1 and 2 m i l  copper-beryll ium  sheets.   That  this  upper l i m i t  
is substant ia l ly  less than  the  counting  rate of the  microphone  equipment  carried 
on  the same satellite thus  weighs  heavily  in  drawing  the  conclusions  that   the 
sounding  board f l u x  da ta   a re  too high. 

SECTION 5 
CONCLUSIONS REGARDING PERFORATING FLUX 
Figure 4-2 summarized the meteoroid mass flux data.  To  have  direct  
relevence to the  meteoroid  hazard,  these  data  can  be  reconstructed in  terms of 
penetrating flux as a function of target thickness. Figure 5-1 shows the pene- 
trating f l u x  which  we  propose  for  aluminum  and steel targets.  In all cases, 
the data include the effect of earth-shielding. Hence, the penetrating f l u x  
pertains to exposure of a body  near  Earth. 
Knowledge of the  penetration  rate of thin steel sheets  permits  us to 
compute  the  penetration  rate of the  equivalent  aluminum  thickness,  and  con- 
versely. (Equivalent is used to imply that the same meteoroid will marginally 
perforate both sheets.) The concept of equivalent thickness is valid because 
the  ratio of aluminum  and steel thicknesses  which a given  meteoroid  will 
marginally  penetrate is remarkably  constant  over  the  regime of meteoroid  para- 
meters. As discussed in Section 4.1.3,  we consider meteoroids of density .37 
and 2.8 gm/cm3. The ratio of steel and aluminum marginally perforated by such 
meteoroids at 20 and 72 km/sec is tabulated  in Table 5-1 for each  encounter. 
Over  the  whole  range  the  ratio is 1.8 f 0.3,   and  we  take  this  to be  the  thick- 
ness   ra t io  of aluminum  and steel sheets  which  will   experience  the same pene- 
tration  rate. 
TABLE 5-1 
Projectile Density 
(gm/cm3) 
.37 
.37 
2.8 
Impact  Velocity (p/m  1/31 A1 
km/sec 
20 
72 
20 
2 . 1  
1.7 
1 .5  
2.8 72 1.6 
Thus 2024-T3 aluminum shee t s  of thickness  1.8  and  3.6 m i l s  are compu- 
ted  to  have  the same penetration  rates as measured by the 1 and 2 m i l  detectors 
of the Explorer XVI and XXIII satell i tes.   Similarly,  steel shee ts  of thickness  
110 p and  220p  are  computed  to  have  the same penetration  rates as the  2 0 0 ~  
and 4 0 0 ~  Pegasus detectors. These computed equivalent thicknesses are used 
to make  the  appropriate  entries  in  Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1: PENETRATING  FLUX  NEAR  EARTH 
The  penetrating  flux  in  the  photogra  hic  meteor  range  was  computed 
assuming,meteoroids of density  .26 gm/cm B (Section  4.1.3),  perforation  powers 
as given in Figures 3-1  and 3-2, and t h e  mass flux given by Eq. 4-2. The l ines  
labeled 20 and 72 km/sec  are  penetration  rates  which  would  occur if every 
meteoroid  impacted  at  that  velocity.  The  preferred  curve  was  constructed by 
assuming a median.  velocity of 28 km/sec. 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYTICAL FORMULATION OF AN EQUATION OF 
STATE FOR ALUMINUM 
M. H. Wagner and K. L. Bjork 
As part of this  study,  impacts  by  porous  meteoroids  having  specific 
gravity of 0 . 4 4  are   considered.  In a hypervelocity impact, an extremely high 
specific  internal  energy is imparted to a porous substance. At a given impact 
pressure,   th is   specif ic   internal   energy is far  greater  than  that  imparted  to a 
substance whose densi ty  is initially normal. Therefore, equations of state based 
only  on  experimental  observations of t h e  Hugoniot  involving  initially  solid 
materials  are  prone to be  inaccurate  in  the state region  attained by porous 
particles upon impact. 
In  the  past   few  years,   Russian  scientists  (Kormer, .et  a l ,  1962) have 
generated experimental equation of s t a t e   da t a  by shocking porous samples. The 
states so produced  are much c loser   to   the  states achieved by porous  meteors 
when they strike aluminum or iron structures. Accordingly, it was  felt necessary 
to  lay heavy emphasis on these experiments. To this end, existing equations of 
state were  modified  to  agree  with  the  experiments  conducted by the  Russian 
scientists on porous metal samples ,   and  to  f i t  other  available  data.  
The  equation of state  data  generated by Kormer, e t  a1 (19 62) in  hitherto 
inaccess ib le   s ta te   reg ions   has   ind ica ted   tha t   mos t   equa t ions  of state currently 
in   general   use  may be in error in states not close to the Hugoniot. This error 
has  arisen  largely from the  inabili ty  to  satisfactorily  determine  the  variation of 
specific heat  and  the  Gruneisen  coefficient w i t h  temperature  at  high tempem- 
tures.  The form of  the  equation of state proposed by Kormer et a1 has  been 
evaluated  and  found  to  adequately  predict  the  new  experimental  data as wel l  as 
all of the  old  data.   However,   i t   was  discovered  that   their  f i t  was in error with 
respect  to  the  electronic  thermal  contributions  in  the  Thomas-Fermi  region,  due 
to  their  use of interpolation  equations  to  predict  intermediate  temperature  states. 
Specifically,  this  error  leads to too  low a value for the  "limiting"  compression of 
a metal. In addition,  i t   was  noted  that   these  equations  did  not  satisfy  the  re- 
quirement  for  thermodynamic  consistency,  viz. , 
An evaluation of the  equation of state formulation by Tillotson (1962) was  
made to see i f  it might  be  in  agreement  with  the  new  data  on  porous samples. A 
comparison of predicted  Hugoniot  points  using  this  formulation  with  the  experi- 
mental data is given in Table A-1. As may  be  seen,  the  agreement is not suffi- 
c ien t ly   c lose  to warrant its use  without  modification. 
A translation of the  Russian  equation of state into a general  computer 
code  has  been  made by McCloskey (1964) , after  certain  modifications  and 
extensions of the  Russian  work. 
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TABLE A-1: COMPARISON OF RUSSIAN EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH 
TILLOTSON'S EQUATION OF STATE 
Porosity 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 
2.06 
2.096 
2.59 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 
1.00 
1.43 
2.08 
2.98 
1.00 
1.57 
1.57 
2.00 
2.00 
3.01 
4.00 
4.00 
1.00 
1.43 
1.75 
1.75 
3.00 
3.00 
Compression  Pressure (Mb) 
Experimental  Tillotson 
1.212 
1.065 
1.017 
1.00 
1 :oo 
1.00 
0.789 
0.773 
0.938 
2.185 
1.498 
1.176 
1.015 
1.960 
1.395 
1.595 
1.219 
1.402 
1.045 
0.927 
1.018 
- Tungsten - 
- Aluminum - 
- Copper - 
- Nickel - 
1.946 
1.364 
1.261 
1.295 
0.941 
0.949 
3.58 
1.31 
0.31 
0.285 
1.174 
2.865 
2.160 
3.727 
0.187 
4.93 
1.391 
1.003 
0.702 
9.55 
2.626 
7.01 
2.204 
5.95 
1.582 
1.260 
3.54 
9.56 
2.908 
2.469 
6.87 
1.639 
4.67 
3.547 
1.071 
0.248 
0.227 
0.904 
2.689 
1.779 
0.382 
0.197 
4.813 
1.404 
0.790 
0.559 
10.321 
3.457 
9.309 
2.975 
8.231 
2.595 
5.676 
2.228 
8.811 
2.678 
2.372 
4.517 
1.251 
2.845 
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This  equation of state assumes  that   the   pressure  and  specif ic   internal  
energy  may be represented as the  superposit ion of three effects. 
ZERO DEGREE ISOTHERM 
At O°K only  the  electrons  contribute  to  the  pressure  and  specific  internal 
energy. The only contribution which the nuclei can make to the pressure and 
energy is through  their  kinetic  energy,  but  their  kinetic  energy is essent ia l ly  
zero  at  O°K so that   they affect neither of these  quantit ies  significantly.   The 
contribution of the  e lectrons  ar ises  from their   res is tance  to   compressive  forces .  
One may regard  the  increase  in  electronic  energy as arising from the  individual 
electronic  quantum states being  raised  due  to  compression  and  the  pressure  as 
the  partial   derivative of the  energy  increase  with  respect  to  volume. 
The Thomas-Fermi model is incorrect at low  densit ies  and  pressure,  
s ince  it neglects the binding energy of t h e  solid. However, it becomes correct 
at high  densit ies  and  pressures  when  this  binding  energy is negligible  compared 
with the total energy. Thus, at high densi t ies ,  the cold curves should approach 
the T-F curves.  Information  on  the  pressure  and  energy  due  to  the  electrons c a n  
be  derived from compressibil i ty  data  at   near  normal  densit ies  and  low  pressures.  
In this  regime,  compression  results  in  distortion of the  electronic  wave  function 
about  the  individual nuc le i  and it is the   res i s tance  of electrons  to  this  deforma- 
t ion  which  consti tutes  the  strength of sol ids .  
For values  of q up to  about 2 . 5  in  the  solid  phase,   McClos  key uses the 
formulation of Al ' tshuler,  et a1 (1962) to approximate PC: 
This  expression is supposed  to   account   for   the  res is tance of electrons  to c o m -  
pression at O°K and a t  densities  near  normal.  Accordingly  the  constants A 1  and 
b l  may  be  derived from experimental  measurements  at  low  pressures.  McCloskey 
effectively  describes  how  they  may  be  derived from y and KO, which  are   the 
Gruneisen  constant  and  bulk  modulus  respectively.  ?n this  regime,  the elec- 
tronic  energy is given by: 
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At high pressures P and E must join smoothly onto the zero tempera- 
ture  Thomas-Fermi  curve.  %cClo&ey  makes  this  fit  by  appending a quadratic 
term to expression (A-4) at high  pressures.   More  precisely  the  high  pressure 
f i t  is given by: 
Use  of  the  derivative  in  the  linear term assu res  a smooth  first  derivative 
and  the  constant  A2 is fit  by  picking  on  arbitrary  point  on  the TFC zero  tempera- 
ture curve.  As McCloskey points out,  this procedure leads to a discontinuous 
second  derivative.   The  consequences of this are   discussed  in   the  next   sect ion.  
At the  point  where  the  slope of the  cold  curve is zero,  it is assumed 
that  for smaller compressions only the gas phase can exist. In this  region,  PC 
is chosen to be: 
consistent  with  van  der  Waals  equation of state. 
No basic  changes  were  made  in  the  above  formulation  for PC and E,; 
however,  the value of qb was adjusted such that the Hugoniot pressure 
f i t ted a high  experimental  point,  and  corrections on the  total pressure  and 
energy  were  made to eliminate  the  cri t ical   values  arising  from  use of van  der 
Waals  equation of state in  the  gas  phase.  
NUCLEAR THERMAL CONTRIBUTION TO PRESSURE AND ENERGY 
In the  framework  that   has  been  specified,   the  nuclei   contribute  to  the 
energy only through their kinetic energy. A t  low  temperatures,   the  kinetic 
energy assumes the form of la t t ice   vibrat ions,  i. e. , vibrations of each nucleus  
about its equilibrium position. In this   regime,   one  cannot   draw a sharp  dis t inc-  
tion  between  the  nuclear  and  electronic  energy  for i n  the  process  of vibrating, 
both  components of energy  (potential  and  kinetic)  are  present. It is c lear   tha t  
since  the  majority of the  mass of the  sol id   res ides   in   the  nuclei ,   the   kinet ic  
energy is almost entirely due to the nucleus.  However,  the potential  energy, 
which  on  the  average  equals  the  kinetic  energy,  must  reside  in t h e  mechanism 
which  comprises  the  "spring  constant.  I' As may b e   s e e n  from the Born- 
Oppenheimer  model,  this  mechanism is the  potential  energy  of  the  electronic 
configuration. Thus,  the energy specified by the Debye formulation contains an 
element of electronic potential  energy. However,  this potential  energy arises 
from  distortion  imposed  upon  the  average  electronic  density  which is a function 
only of compression. Therefore, it is reasonable   to   regard  the  dis tor t ional  com- 
ponent of electronic   energy  separate  from PC and E,, At temperatures a few 
times the  Debye  temperature  each  latt ice  vibration is fully  excited,   leading to a n  
energy of kT per  vibrational  degree of freedom. As is well  known,  half of th i s  
energy is due to kinet ic   energy of the  nucleus  and  half is due to the  potential  
energy of the  electronic  cloud. As a resul t ,   the   total   energy is equal   to  
3 NkT = 3RT. This is a manifestation of the fact that  there  are  three N indepen- 
dent  modes of lattice vibration  in a material  sample  containing N atoms. When 
the  material is raised to very  high  temperatures,   the  nuclei   can  translate  with- 
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out perturbing the electronic wave.function. Therefore,  in this l i m i t ,  the  
nuclear  energy is ent i re ly   due  to   kinet ic   energy,   which is equal  to 1/2 kT for 
each  degree of freedom.  Consequ?  ntly  in  this l i m i t ,  En is equal  to 3/2 RT. 
When  the  Debye  formulation is valid,  the  pressure  may  be  calculated  from  the 
Gruneisen  formulation: 
Pn(q, T) q p o y  En (low  temperature) (A-9) 
whereas at the l i m i t  of high  temperature it assumes  the form of an ideal   gas:  
Pn (77 T) = qpoT (high  temperature) (A- 10) 
The transiti.on  between  these  regimes is accomplished  mathematically 
by u s e  of the  interpolation  equations  proposed by Kormer et a1 (1962): 
where 
En ( V I  T) = - - RT 3 2 + z  2 l + Z  
Z =  RTA 
K(dP,/dg) 
(A- 1 1) 
(A- 12)  
(A- 13) 
This  formulation  provides,  in effect, reduction of the  Gruneisen coeffi- 
cient, through , with increasing temperature. It was noted in the previous 
section that - was discontinuous at the point,  qbo Since the 
Gruneisen  coefficient is dependent upon - '
d q 2  - 
d PC 
5 
dV2  d2 PC 
y = - +  1 !2 d2 Pc/dq2 
3 2 d P,/dq 
(A- 14) 
Pn wil l   a lso  be  discont inuous at this point. This effect produced a marked break 
in  the  Hugoniot. To rect i fy   this ,   the   calculat ion  for  y was  changed  to   be 
n 
d'  PC 1 
dV2 
dependent on - for both regions, where Pcl is given by the equation for 
the lower compression region (Ey. A-4). The variation of y with density for 
aluminum is shown i n  Figure A-1. The error in Pn that might be expected, due 
to   the fact that  y is not exactly dependent on above  the  branch  point, 
is not   s ignif icant   s ince  the Z factor  predominates at phys ica l ly   a t ta inable   s ta tes  
where 77 2 
d2 PC 
3 
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Figure A-1: VARIATION OF y WITH DENSITY 
FOR ALUMINUM 
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ELECTRONIC THERMAL CONTRIBUTION TO PRESSURE AND ENERGY 
It was  noted  in  the  f irst   section  that   compression  raises  the  electronic 
quantum states of each  electron  and  therefore  the  electronic  energy of the 
whole solid is raised. This effect was  taken  into  account  in  computing PC and 
E,. In addition, at any given volume, increasing the temperature also ra i se s  
the  electronic  energy,  because  the  higher  quantum states become more highly 
populated as temperature increases.  At  low temperatures,  the electronic thermal 
contribution  can  be  expressed as: 
where fi  has the form: 
B = 8, rl-g 
(A- 1 5) 
(A- 16) 
(A- 17) 
At very  high  temperatures, t he  electrons  become  completely  ionized  and  behave 
as an  idea l  gas. In t h e  intermediate region, Latter's (1955) solutions of the 
Thomas-Fermi equation for T # 0 are applicable.  Both Kormer and McCloskey 
have  proposed  equations  that  approximate  these  solutions,  and  which  assume  the 
proper limiting forms. However, as noted previously, these equations are not 
in  agreement  with  Latter 's   results  in  the  transit ion  region  and  are  also  not  thermo- 
dynamically  consistent.  
A new  f i t ,   based  on  Lat ter ' s   data ,   was  der ived in  the form: 
(A- 18) 
where A and B were  the  coordinates (E,V) of the  intersections of the E, isotherms 
with the cold compression curve. The  pressure was found from integration of 
Fq. (A-1) and fi t t ing the constant of integration g(V) to Latter 's  data.  The 
resultant  expressions  provided a sat isfactory f i t  but  were of a rather  unwieldy 
form. They are presented in a la ter   sect ion of this  appendix.  
EQUATION OF STATE FOR HYDRODYNAMIC CODE CALCULATIONS 
Having at hand a complete  analytical   equation of s t a t e ,  it was   then  
necessary  to determine how it   could  be  efficiently  incorporated  into  the  hydro- 
dynamic  code.  Since  the code requires   that   successive  values  of the   p ressure  
must be determined from given sets of (q ,  E) ,  it would  be  necessary to f i r s t  
perform  iterations  on T until   the  given  internal  energy  was  found  before  the 
pressure  could  be  computed. It was  evident  that   each  computational  cycle 
would  be  quite  long,  due  to  the  complexity of the  equations  involved  in  deter-  
mining  each  contribution. 
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It was  therefore  decided to construct a tab le  of the  equation of state, 
cons is t ing  of a matrix of pressure  elements Pij , where i and j correspond to 
cer ta in  values  of q a n d .  E. The hydrodynamic code could then compute the 
pressures  it needed  by  two-way  interpolation  in  the  table,  which is a rapid  pro- 
cess. A disadvantage  of  the  table is that   s torage  in  core must  be  allotted  for 
it; however,   this  was  determined to not  be a prohibiting factor, i f  the   t ab le   was  
well-structured. This was achieved by sett ing the intervals in.  q and E to 
constant increments of Gnq and h E .  This structure (1) el iminated the necessi ty  
of s tor ing the q and E values,  (2) permitted a wide range of pressures  to be 
covered  with a relat ively small number of elements ,   and (3) shortened  the  inter-  
polation  process t ime.  
The following values of q and E were chosen: 
qi = exp (-4.7 + 0.1 i) i = 1 ,  . . . . ,  70 (A- 19) 
Ej = exp  ( -7 .1 + 0.2 j) 10  ergs/gm j = 1, . . . . , 70 (A-20) 1 2  
Thus,   the  approximate  ranges of 5 q l o1  and 10 ergs/gm s E 5 .lo 
ergs/gm  would  be  covered  in  the  table by  4900  pressure  elements. 
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The Pij (q , E) elements  were  computed  by  interpolation  in a table  of 
Pik (q, T) and Eik (q, T) computed  from  the  previously  described  equation of 
state, with  the  following  modifications: 
a) Since  each  element  was  separately  computed  there  was  no  need to use  
t h e  analyt ic  f i t  of the  Thomas-Fermi  data to evaluate  the  electronic  contribution, 
so that   instead  direct   in terpolat ion of Lat ter ' s   resul ts   could  be  used.   Since 
these  resul ts   d id   no  cover  all the  lowest  temperature states, extrapolation 
according to a n  ai T dependence  was  made from the  lowest  temperature  Thomas- 
Fermi point for each vi . This in effect permitted a separate  evaluation of the  
coefficient of electronic   specif ic   heat  (6) for   each  compression,   ra ther   than 
using a form such  as: 
! 
6 = Borl-g (A- 1 7) 
as was  done  by  McCloskey  and Kormer. 
b) In McCloskey's formulation of the zero temperature isotherm, it is 
assumed  that   only  the  gas  phase  can exist below a certain minimum compression 
(qa) and  that   in this region  the form of PC is consis tent   with  van  der  Waals 
equation of state for  gases ,  while  his  basic  equat ion for  PC represents the 
behavior of the solid in tension for compression between qa and 1. This choice 
l eads  to the  character is t ic   cubic  f i t  with  two  critical  values  lying  between  the 
l iquid  and  gaseous states of the isotherm. T h i s  form can result   in  erroneous 
paths  of release  adiabats  and  therefore  incorrect  values of the  residual tempera- 
tures   af ter   passage of a shock  wave  through a material. Each isotherm exhibi- 
t ing  this effect was  corrected by inserting a constant   value of pressure Pk in  
the  two-phase  region  such  that:  
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Jv2 [ P(v) - Pk ] dV = 0 
v1 two-phase 
(A-2 1) 
region 
Here V is volume and P(v) is the total  pressure along the isotherm 
before  corrections.  Having Pk , the  energy  was  simply  found from: 
E = f E l + ( l - f ) E z  (A- 2 2) 
where E 1  and E2 are  the energies  at the  ends  of the two-phase region (100% 
liquid,  100% gas, respectively) and f is the fraction of liquid by weight,  
found from: 
v = N1 + (1 - f) v2 (A- 2 3) 
Pk was  determined by interation of t h e  integral  equation. 
The table of Pik (q, T) , Eik (q, T) correspond  to  the  same vi values  as 
before, and the following temperatures: 
Tk = exp (4.5 + 0 .1  k) OK k = 1, . . . . , 116 (A- 2 4) 
giving a range  of- 102  OK 2 T 2 - l o 7  OK. 
For  positions  in  the  Pij (q, E) table  not  covered by t h i s  range,   values  
were  obtained from linear  extrapolation  in a particular  column. 
The foregoing  procedure  was  followed  to  construct a table  of the  equa- 
t ion of state of aluminum. After examination of the trend of the Pij (q, E) 
elements,   and  keeping  the  anticipated P, q ,  E l i m i t s  of a given problem in mind, 
t h e  s i z e  of the  table   was  able   to   be  reduced,  by selecting  particular  rows  and 
columns,   to  a 2 5  x 27 matrix. 
Figure A-2 shows  the  new  aluminum  equation of state i n  the  form of the 
P-V-T surface.  The  solid  region  occupies  the  front left s ide  of the  f igure (low 
temperature and specific volume). A group of five isotherms is presented 
between - 2000OK and  the  cri t ical   isotherm  and  i l lustrates  the  behavior  in  the 
two-phase region wherein the liquid and vapor are in equilibrium. This region 
may be identified by the  well-known  property of isotherms  within i t ,  namely  that  
pressure is constant  along  them.  It is c lear   tha t  at temperatures  much  larger 
than  the  cri t ical   temperature,   the  isotherms  become  straight  l ines  on this 
logarithmic plot corresponding to ideal  gas behavior. However, it is noted that 
i n  a wide  temperature  region  above  the  critical  temperature,  the  isotherms  differ 
markedly from ideal  gas behavior. 
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Figure A-2: ALUMINUM P-V-T SURFACE 
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CALCULATION OF HUGONIOTS ,. ADIABATS AND RELEASE TEMPERATURES 
Based on the  equation of .state table  compiled as described  above  for 
aluminum, po = 2.702,  the  Hugoniot  was  computed  for  the  following  porosities: 
1.00, 1.43, 2.08, 1.98, and 6.14. These curves are shownon the aluminum 
P-V-E surface  in  Figure A-3, along  with  the  Russian  experimental   points (Kormer, 
et a1 1962 and Alltshuler, et a1 1960). 
A comparison  was  also  made  with  experimental   data  recently  given by 
Anderson, et a1 (1965), for Hugoniots of 1 . 4 ,  1.7, and 2.0 porous -aluminum 
(Figure A-4). The  apparent  discrepancy  for  the  2.0  porous  Hugoniot is probably 
due  to  experimental   uncertainties  (Anderson, et a1 1965). 
Comparisons of the  Hugoniot  for  solid  and  2.98  porous  aluminum  computed 
from other  equations of state are shown in Figures A-5 and A-6. The aforemen- 
t ioned  discontinuity  in  the  Hugoniot  at  a compression of 2.0 is seen  in   the 
McCloskey formulation. The values of compression at high  pressures   in   the 
McCloskey  formulation  (which is s imilar   to   that  of Kormer in  this  region)  are 
significantly less than  that   given by the Los Alamos (Harlow 1960) or   this  formu- 
lation, which are based on Thomas-Fermi theory. The Los Alamos f i t ,  however, 
is in  disagreement  with  the  experimgntal  data  on  porous samples, as   a t   lower  
pressures  it is based  on t h e  Mie-Gruneisen  approximation  and  experimental  data 
on  solid  aluminum. 
The  Hugoniot of the projectile in   the  impact problems of this   s tudy is 
shown  in  Figure A- 7. 
The Hugoniot pressure as a function of particle  velocity is shown  in 
Figure A-8. Shock velocity versus particle velocity is shown in Figure A-9. 
The Hugoniot states were  found by comparing  the  Hugoniot  condition  for 
pressure  a t  a constant  energy (E ' ) ,  
(A-2 5) 
with the  corresponding Pij (q ,  E) elements  in  the  calumn of the  table   for  E = E' .  
The  Hugoniot  pressure  was  then  calculated from linear  interpolation 
between neighboring elements with differences (Pi - Pij) of opposite s ign.  The 
compression  and  particle  and  shock  velocities  were  computed from: 
v =  
U =  
P + Po 
m (P + Po) - 2 & (E-Eo) (A-2 6) 
(A- 2 7) 
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FIGURE A-3 ALUMINUM P-V-E  SURFACE  SHOWING HUCONIOTS 
FOR POROSITIES = 1.00, 1.43, 2.08, 2.98, 6.14 
(L. TD RJ, AND  RUSSIAN EXPERIMENTAL POINTS ( 0  ) 
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SPECIFIC WLUME- crnygrn 
FIGURE A-4: COMPPRISON OF ALUMINUM HUGONIOTS WITH 
EX PER IM EN  TAL DATA 
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F I G U R E  & A L U M I N U M  H U G O N I O T ,  (1 )  THIS  WORK, (2) AFTER 
LASL, (3) AFTER McCLOSKEY,  OSOVIET  EXPERIMENTAL 
DA TA 
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Figure A-6: ALUMINUM HUGONIOT 
POROSITY =I 2.98 
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FIGURE A-7ALUMINUM HUGONIOT, POROSITY = 6.14 
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FIGURE A-8  PRESSURE VS PARTICLE VELOCITY FOR ALUMINUM 
HUGONIOT STATES FOR SEVERAL POROSITIES 
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FIGURE A-9 SHOCK VELOCITY VS PARTICLE VELOCITY FOR ALUMINUM 
HUGONIOT STATES FOR SEVERAL POROSITIES 
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(A- 2 8) 
Release  adiabats  from  the  Hugoniot  for m = 1 were  calculated  for  over 
65 spaced initial (Hugoniot] energies. Along an adiabat 
dE - PdV 
or 
(A- 2 9) 
The first point is the  Hugoniot  point.  The  second  point  was  calculated 
from: 
(A- 3 0) 
where A q l  = 7.8 125 x and P2 was obtained from two-way  interpolation  in 
the table .  The next eight points were calculated from: 
At this  point An = . 01  and  was  held  constant  for  the  remaining  points 
(i, 8) 
2 P; 
(A- 3 1) 
(A- 3 2) 
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The  above  scheme is a centered-difference  numerical  integration  techni- 
que,  which requires two previous points. The second point is first  generated by 
an  ordinary  difference  integration  step,   but  with  an  extremely small del ta .  
Succeeding  points are generated  with  the  centered-difference  technique  using 
the   f i r s t   and  last point,   thus  enabling  delta to be  doubled  until  the  desired 
integrat ion  s tep is obtained. The remaining points are generated with the 
centered-difference  technique , using  the last two  previous  points. 
Successive  points   in   the  path  were  computed  unt i l   the   f i rs t   negat ive 
pressure  was  obtained.  The  release state was  then  calculated from interpolation 
between the last two points. In those cases where qi - Aq would become 
negative  before  release,  Aq was  reduced  by  factors of ten   as   necessary  at such 
points. From thermodynamic data given in Stull and Sinke (1956) the   re lease  
temperatures were computed from the release energies.  For temperatures above 
30000K (upper l i m i t  of data) , the  temperatures  were  calculated  assuming a con- 
s tan t   hea t   capac i ty  of 4.97  cal/deg/gfw ir! the  vapor   s ta te .  
A few of the  adiabats   that   were  calculated  are   shown  in   Figures  A-10 and 
A- 11. A graph of release  temperature  vs  shock  pressure is shown in Figure A-12. 
Shock  strengths  required for the  following  phase  changes  are:  
Incipient  melting (9 3 2 0 ~  0.67  Mb 
Complete  melting  0.95  Mb 
Incipient  vaporization (2 7200K) 5.8 Mb 
Complete  vaporization 26. Mb 
ANALYTICAL FIT TO ELECTRONIC THERMAL CONTRIBUTION 
The  results of t h e  numerical  solution of the  Thomas-Fermi  equation 
obtained  by  Latter  (1955, 1956) were  used as the  basis   for   der iving  analyt ic  
expressions for the electronic pressure and energy. At selected temperatures ,  a 
set of pressure,   energy,  volume  values  was  obtained by executing a 4 point, 
Lagrangian  interpolation  routine on the  solutions to the  Thomas-Fermi  equation. 
These  solut ions  were  in   the form of a series of 67 tables  totaling  about  1500  sets 
of values .  T o  obtain  the  values  of the  e lectronic   pressure  and  energy,   the  
pressure  and  energy  on  the  zero-temperature  isotherm,  for  each  particular  volume, 
obtained from  interpolation of data  given  in  Latter  (1956)  were  subtracted from 
the previously obtained values for the total pressure and energy. Th i s  procedure 
yielded sets of the  electronic  pressure  and  energy  for  particular  volumes  and 
temperatures. 
The forms of E(V, T) and P(V, T) that   might  be  chosen  to f i t  the  data  were 
restr ic ted to those  that   satisfied  the  requirements  for  thermodynamic  consistency 
as given by Eq. A-1. From examination of graphs of the  energy  isotherms , it 
was  noted  that   their   shape (v  a ) was  reasonably uniform  and  that  the  offset 
in  temperature  and  volume  approximately  followed  the  intersections of t h e   i s o -  
E aV 
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FIGURE A-12 TEMPERATURE AFTER SHOCK RELEASE 
FOR ALUMINUM 
therms  with  the  cold  compression  curve.  Denoting the coordinates of the 
intersections by E, (T) I Vc (T) , it thereby  appeared  appropriate to express   the 
electronic  energy  in  the form 
E = f  (L) (A- 3 3) 
EC vc 
From examination of graphs of Ec(T) and Vc(T) v s  T I  it was  evident  that  a  poly- 
nomial  function of the form: 4.n Vc = C cn Ln n-l T would  provide  a  satisfactory 
n= l  
f i t  to the  data.   A-similar  expression  for E, would  have  also  been  desirable; 
however,  requirements  for  integration of - 1 ( z) to  obtain  the  pressure  pre- 
cluded this.  Instead a weighted least-square polynomial f i t  was   se lec ted  of 
the  form: 
T Z  a v  T 
where 
Least-square  polynomial  coefficients  were  then  determined for 
" E - C b n & n  n-1 ( - 1  V 
E c  n = l  VC 
The  resultant  expression for the  electronic  energy  was  selected as: 
where 
E = E, [ b l  + b2  Ln - + b3  &n2 ] V 
7 VC VC 
I i- 1 
E, = ai T 
i = l  
(A- 3 4) 
(A-3 5) 
(A- 3 6) 
(A- 3 7)  
4.n vC = c1 + c2 4n T + c3 Ln2 T (A- 38) 
The  next step was  to  determine  the  expression for the  pressure from the  
thermodynamic  relation (Eq. A- 1) . From Eqs . A-36 A-37 I and A- 38 I 
(A- 39) 
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Substituting Eq. A-39 in  Eq. A.- 1, and  integrating 
7 
dT = V - l  { C ai Ti-2 [ b2 
- Zb3 c l  + 2b3 t n V  
T i=1 
i# 2 
1 - 2  
-2b c (- - 4.nT 1 Cn2T 
3 1-2 (1-2)2 1 - 2b3c3 (1-2 
=; + d V )  (A- 40) 
where g(V) is the  constant  of integration. 
To find an expression for g(V), Eq. A-40 was solved for g(V), and a set 
of (g(V) , V) data  was  then  obtained by evaluating g(V) at the Thomas-Fermi data 
points (P, E ,  T ,  V) previously determined. A least-square polynomial f i t  of 
this  data  was  then  made to determine  coefficients of the  equation: 
&n [-g(V) 3 = C dn &n V 
i=l 
n- 1 
The result for g(V) was selected as: 
g(V) = - exp (d + d2 t n V  + d3 .&n2 V) 
(A-4 1) 
(A- 42) 
The expression for P could then  be  writ ten from Eqs. A-40 and A-42: 
r 
7 
a i T  i -2  b2-2b3c1+2b3 .&nV - 2b3c2 ( - t n  T 
i= 1 i - 2  1-2 
+ a2 (b2 - Zb3cl + 2b3 t n v )  tnT - a2b3c2 t n 2  T 
- - a b c t n 3 T  ] + exp  (d l  + d2 &nV + d3 t n  2 3 2 3 3  
The  foregoing  procedure  was  followed to eva lua te   the   cons tan ts   in   the  
equations for the  electronic  energy  and  pressure  in a predet  rmined  region  of 
interest .  This region was bounded by temperatures (k T/2473) between .02 and 
2 ev  and  volumes,  along  an  isotherm of the  e lectronic   energy,   within 2 magni- 
tudes  of  the  volume, Vc(T) , at the  intersect ion of the  isotherm  with  the cold 
compression  curve.  The  calculated  values  for  the  constants  are  given  in  Table 
A-2. The units used were E(ev) , T(ev) , and V(10-20 cm3). Thus the expression 
for  pressure (Eq. A-43) is in  units of ( ev ) . To convert P to dynes/cm2, 
10-20 c m 3  
the r ight  s ide of Eq. A-43 should be multiplied by 1.60206 x 10'. Graphs of 
E(V, T) and P(V, T) (Eqs. A-36 and A-43), along  with  the  data  points  determined 
from Latter's  numerical  solutions of the  Thomas-Fermi  equation, are shown  in 
Figures A- 13  and  A- 14. 
TABLE A-2: CALCULATED VALUES FOR EQUATION CONSTANTS 
a1 = -6.2590 x bl  1.0099 d l  = -1.8852 
a2 = 8.9514 x b2  3.5464 x 10-1  d2 = -1.0487 
a3 = 9.7628 x 10-1  b3 = 3.8865 x d3 = -2.2678 x 
a4 = -1.8143 
as = 1.9575 ~1 = -6.1857 
a 6  = -1.0071 ~2 = -1.0766 
a7 = 1.9189 x 10-1 c3 = -2.3440 x 
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APPENDlX B 
USE OF SPECIFIC INTERNAL 
FOR PENETRATION PREDICTIONS 
ENERGY AND DYNAMIC PRESSURE PROFILES 
CASES 8 0 5 1  - 8058 
This  appendix  contains  the  specific  internal  energy  and  dynamic  pressure 
profiles  from  which  penetration  predictions are made  for   each of the  eight  impact 
cases in  this   s tudy.  
The  technique  for  predicting  penetration is described  in  Section 2.2.1 of 
t he  text. Application of this   technique  in   the plots in   t h i s  Appendix  involves 
the  following  steps: 
a. Figures B-1 through B-8 are specific internal energy profiles 
versus  depth  in  the  target at late t i m e s  in   each  solut ion,   af ter  
detachment of the  isolated  shocks from the  cratering  flow  regions. 
These  profiles  are  drawn at small radial  offsets from t h e  axis of 
each  problem to avoid  minor  oscillations  along  the axis. 
b. Using the conversions from Tables B-1 or B-2, temperatures 
corresponding to the  specific internal  energies  are  f lagged  in 
Figures B-1 to B-8. Thus residual temperature as a function 
of depth is determined. 
c. Residual strength as a function of depth is determined by 
use  of the  tabulations of strength  vs  temperature  in Tables 
B-1 or B-2. 
d. Figures B-9 through B-16 are dynamic pressure and residual 
s t rength  prof i les   versus   depth  in ' the  target  at times and offsets 
corresponding to the  specif ic   internal   energy  plots .  The 
relatively  stable  cratering  f low  regions  are  identified  on  each 
of these plots.  Compression profiles are also shown. 
e. The intersection of the  dynamic  pressure  curves  with  the 
residual  strength  curves is taken as the  predicted  crater 
depth  for  each case. (Either  residual  yield  or  residual 
ult imate  strength  can  be  used,  since  the  prediction is 
insensi t ive to the  exact strength  profile.) 
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TABLE B-1 
Temperature 
(OK) 
SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AND ULTIMATE STRENGTH 
VS TEMPERATURE FOR ALUMINUM 
350 
400 
450 
500 
600 
700 
800 
8 50 
900 
1000 
Specific  Internal Strength of 
(erg/gm x 109) (kilobars) 
Energy’  2624-T3 A12 
0.47 
0.93 
1.4 
1.9 
2.9 
4.0 
5 .1  
5.7 
6.3 
11.0 
3.4 
3.1 
2.24 
1.02 
0.39 
-” 
”- 
0 
-” 
”- 
TABLE B-2 
SPECIFIC INTERNAL ENERGY AND ULTIMATE STRENGTH 
VS TEMPERATURE FOR IRON 
Temperature 
(OK) 
800 
900 
9 50 
1000 
1050 
1100 
1400 
1675 
2000 
Specific  Internal  Strength of Type  301 
Energy  Full  Ha dSt inless  St el
(erg/gm x 109)  (kilobars) 
2.8 
3.5 
4.0 
4.4 
4.9 
5.4 
7.6 
9.5 
14.8 
8.8 
7 .0  
5.2 
3.0 
0 . 5  
”- 
”- 
0 
”- 
1 
For pure aluminum and iron. Taken from Thermodynamic Properties of the  
Elements, by Stull and Sinke, American Chemical Society, New York, 1956. 
2From MIL-Hdbk-5 
3From Metals  Handbook,  8th  Edition,  American  Society  for  Metals, 19 61. 
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FIGURE B -1 
SPECIFIC  INTERNAL  ENERGY  PROFILE 
60.2 MICROSECONDS  AFTER IMPACT 
VS. ALUMINUM AT 20 KMlSEC 
CASE 8051 - POROUS ALUMINUM Cp 0.44) 
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FIGURE B-5 
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SPECIFIC  INTERNAL  ENERGY  PROFILE 
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FIGURE 8-7 
SPECIFIC  INTERNAL  ENERGY  PROFILE 
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CASE 8057 - POROUS ALUMINUM (p=0.44) 
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DYNAMIC PRESSURE VS DEPTH 
Case 8054 - Iron vs Aluminum 
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DYNAMIC PRESSURE VS DEPTH 
T = 135 Microseconds 
at 20 km/sec 
Case 8055 - Aluminum vs Iron (Steel) 
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DYNAMIC PRESSURE VS DEPTH 
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Case 8057 - Porous Aluminum (p= 0.44) 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTIONS OF NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF IMPACT 
CASES 8051-8058, INCLUDING PLOTS OF 
MASS POSITIONS, AND VELOCITY AND PRESSURE FIELDS 
This  appendix  contains plots of the  numerical  solutions  obtained  during 
the  program for  the  following  eight cases: 
Case 
Number  Projectile Tarqet Velocity 
8051 
8052 
8053 
8054 
8055 
8056 
8057 
8058 
Porous Aluminum 
Porous Aluminum 
Iron 
Iron 
Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Porous Aluminum 
Porous Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Aluminum 
Iron (steel) 
Iron (steel) 
Iron (steel) 
Iron (steel) 
20 km/sec 
72 km/sec 
20 km/sec 
72 km/sec 
20 km/sec 
72 km/sec 
20 km/sec 
72 km/sec 
TYPES OF PLOTS 
The plots are  made by the  SC4020,  which  converts  taped  data to cathode 
ray  tube  displays.  Three  types of plots are normally made - Mass  Posi t ions,  
Velocity Fields, and Pressure Fields. The Mass Position plots show the loca- 
tions of the individual mass points as these  move through the grid. The Velocity 
Fields  show  the  velocity of the  mass in   each  cell by means of vectors.  The tail 
of each  vector is in the  center  of each  cell, and  the  length  and  direction indi- 
cate the magnitude and direction of the velocity. Velocity scales in  cm/psec 
are  usually  given  in  the  lower  right  hand  corner of each  plot. A "f l l  plotted  in 
a cell indicates  that   the  velocity is non-zero,  but of insufficient  magnitude  to 
be shown by a vector  on  the  scale  used.  When  an "x" is shown  in a cell, th i s  
means that the proper vector is too long for convenient plotting. The direction 
of the  vector,  however, is correctly  shown  in  these cases. 
The Pressure Fields show isobars at  selected intervals.  These are 
flagged  with  the  pressure  levels  (in  megabars). 
A l l  of the  impacts  analyzed  during  this  program  have  axial  symmetry. 
Hence  the  phenomena  can  be  described  in  two  space  dimensions, y and r (height 
and  radius).  In the  following plots, values of y are  noted  on  the left boundary 
and  values of r along the bottom. Positive values of y are below the original 
target surface; negative values are above (outside) the original surface. The 
left boundary is the  axis of symmetry  in all cases. 
SCALE 
A l l  aspects of hydrodynamic solutions scale. For convenience,  the 
solutions in th i s  program were  worked  out  for  10 c m  x 10 c m  right  cylinders. The 
resul ts  can be  scaled to any  other  dimensions by multiplying all dimensions  and 
times by  the same scale factor. For. example, to determine  target  response to 
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impact by a gm stony meteoroid (p = 2 . 7), dimensions and times would be 
multiplied by 7.79 x lom2.  
GRID CHANGING 
To permit maximum spatial resolution  during  each stage of a  solution, 
the  grid is restr ic ted  to  a region  which is only  moderately  larger  than  the  area 
encompassing cells which  have  been  disturbed  by  the  shock  front.  When  the 
shock  front  reaches  the  edge of the  "field of view",  the  grid must  be  changed 
to incorporate  a  larger  region of the  target.  Hence i n  t h e  plots  which  follow, 
the  field of view is enlarged  in steps a s  t ime increases .  
ENERGY AND MOMENTUM PARTITIONING 
For purposes of partitioning  the  energy  and  momentum as discussed  in  
Section 3.2.3 of the text, the impact response  fields  are  divided  into  three 
regions at late stages, as follows: 
Region I: Isolated  Shock 
Region 11: Cratering  Flow 
Region 111: Ejecta and other material above 
target  surface 
Boundaries of these  regions  have  been  superimposed  on the  final  velocity 
plot  for  each  impact case. 
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(a) Mass  Positions 
t =l .Spsec 
l .0  
(b) Mass Positions 
t I 2 . 7  p e c  
(c) Mass Positions 
t = 3.5 p e c  
FIGURE C-1: CASE 805 1 , Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44)  into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
The porous  projectile is very  severely  compressed upon impact  with  the  relatively 
stiff aluminum target.  Note  that  at  t = 3.5 psec approximately 7.5 c m  of .the 
original projectile length has been compressed to about  1.5 c m .  These  plots  also 
show  the  shock  front  propagating  into  the  target,  and  the  "spray" of target 
material from the  free  surface  region  adjacent  to  the  projectile. 
i 
(d) Mass  Positions 
t = 5 . 6 y s e c  
(e) Mass  Positions 
t = 7 . 4 p s e c  
(f) Mass  Positions 
t =9.2 Dsec 
FIGURE C-1 (Con't): CASE 8051, Porous Aluminum (p P 0.44) into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
A grid  change  was  made at t = 3.7 psec to incorporate a larger  "field of view" as  the 
volume encompassed by the shock front expands. By t = 5.6 psec, all of the porous 
projectile has been compressed by the impact. This severe compression imparts 
sufficient internal energy to vaporize the porous aluminum. At  t = 7 . 4  psec , blowoff 
of the  rear  surface of the  projectile is starting,  and  this  continues at t = 9 . 2  psec 
and at subsequent times. 
(9) Mass  Positions 
t 3 11.0 psec 
(h) Mass Positions 
t = 13.0 usec 
FIGURE C-1 (Con't): CASE 8051,  Porous Aluminum ( p =  0.44) into Aluminum a t  20 km/sec 
Blowoff of the 
target shock. 
to  the  target. 
vaporized  projectile  material  continues,  relieving  pressure  behind  the 
Rebound of this  projectile  material  imparts a strong  additional impulse 
(i) Mass  Posit ions 
t = 18.1 psec 
(j)  Mass  ‘Positions 
t = 25.3 psec 
FIGURE 6-1 (Con‘t): CASE 8051, Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
A grid  change  was  made at  t = 13.9 psec. By t = 25.3 psec I much of the  vaporized pro- 
jectile mass has  been  ejected from the  forming crater region. The target shock has 
reached a depth of about 22  cm,  or  two  projectile  diameters I and is detaching from the  
remaining cratering flow. The solution continued to t = 60.1 psec, but the continuing 
plots do  not  show  any  further  changes of interest   in   the mass positions. 
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FIGURE C-1 (Con’t): CASE 8051 , Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum a t  20 km/sec 
In these  velocity  plots , the  length of the  arrows is the  average  velocity of the mass points 
in  each cell, as measured on the  sca le  (cm/psec) in the lower right corner. Where a (+) is 
shown,  the  velocity is non-zero , but is too small to  be  plotted. At t = 5.6,  vapor blowoff 
from the  rear surface of the  projectile is just starting. This  relatively  high  velocity 
blowoff continues  until  all of the  projectile  material is ejected. 
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FIGURE C-1 (Con’t): CASE 8051, Porous Aluminum (p= 0.44) into Aluminum a t  20 km/sec 
The  velocity  field at t E 60 .1  psec is from the  la te   s tages  of the  impact  response. A 
distinct  region of quiescence from about y = 2 4  t o  y = 34 is evident  separating  the 
target  shock from the  vigorous  flow i n  the  cratering  region. 
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FIGURE C-1 (Con't): CASE 8051,  Porous Aluminum (p=  0.44)  into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
These  plots  show  pressure  contours,  with  the  contour  lines  flagged  with  pressure  levels 
i n  megabars. By t = 5 . 6  psec, the  initial  pressure  pulse  has  reached  the  rear  surface of 
,the projectile, Blowoff of the vaporized material is providing pressure relief , as is 
evidenced  by  the  declining  pressures  which  are  seen  in  the  upper  part of the  shocked 
region a t  t = 7 . 4  and t = 9 . 2  psec. 
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The strong  shock  front  continues to propagate  into  the  target I although it is attenuating 
rapidly  due  both to geometrical  divergence  and to rarefactions from the  target  surface.  
At t 13.0 psec I the peak pressure is over 500 kilobars I declining to somewhat over 
200 kb at t = 23.1 psecl and to 50 kb  at 60.1 psec. Note the complete separation of 
the  shock from the  cratering  region at  late times. 
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FIGURE C-2: CASE 8052 , Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
As in  Case  8051,  the  porous  projectile is severely  compressed  in the  initial  stages 
of impact. By t = 1.6 p sec ,   a l l  of the projectile has been engulfed by the  impact 
shock,  and it has been  compressed  to a length of about 1.5 cm.  The projectile is 
vaporized by th i s  severe  shocking,  and blowoff is just  starting at the  rear (top) 
surface. A small vortex is seen forming at t = 1.2 psec as  target ejecta strikes the 
s ide of the incoming projectile. (See also Fig. C-2 (k) and (1) .) 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con't): CASE 8052,  Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
At t = 1.9 psec, blowoff of projectile material continues from the top  surface. Target 
ejecta is seen  closing over the projectile  mass. At later  times,  this  ejecta is seen to 
interact with blowoff vapor and to converge towards the axis. A grid change was made 
after  the t = 1.9 usec d o t  to enlarae  the field of view. 
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Formation of a  small vortex is seen  at 1.2 and 1 .6  usec  as  target  ejecta  strikes the 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con't) : CASE 8052, Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
A grid change  was made after t = 1.9 psec. The very high blowoff velocity of the pro- 
jectile vapor is seen  at  t = 3.0 psec. 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con't): CASE 8052, Porous Aluminum (p=O.44) into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
Grid  changes  were  made  between  each of these  views.  Separation of the  target  shock 
from the  cratering  region is evident at t = 1 2 2  psec. 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con't): CASE 8052,  Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at  72 k.m/sec 
Initial impact pressure was 15.3 megabars. One dimensional flow occurs adjacent to 
the  axis  until  about 1.5 psec ,  when  lateral  rarefactions  reach  the  axis. 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con't): CASE 8052, Porous Aluminum (p =0.44)  into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
(x) Pressure  Field 
t = 11.5 psec 
Relatively  high  pressures (>lo0 kb) persist   even  in  the blowoff region  above  the 
projectile . 
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FIGURE C-2 (Con’t): CASE 8052 , Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
The target  shock  continues to expand,  with peak pressure  dropping  due to geometric 
divergence and to rarefactions from behind. By t = 122 psec, the  shock is well- 
separated from the cratering flow. Peak pressures, however, are still at 100 kb. 
By comparison,  in  Case  8051,  peak  pressures  had  dropped  nearly to 50 kb by 60 psec. 
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FIGURE C-3: CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum a t  20 km/sec 
The  vortex  flow  mechanism is well-i l lustrated  in  this  and the  following  case  (8054). 
Such  flow  can  occur  in  impacts of stiff  projectile  materials  into  relatively  soft 
targets.   Note  at  t = 3.4 p e c  that target ejecta is folding back towards the projectile. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
A grid change  was made after t = 3.4 psec.  Target  ejecta  continues 
to  close  over  the back of the  projectile. By t = 1 2 . 1  psec,   the  main 
projectile  mass has reached  a  depth of about 17 c m ,  or 1 . 7  dia- 
meters  into  the  target. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053,  Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
Another grid  change  was  made at t = 15.4 psec. Convergence of 
ejecta mass towards  the axis results  in  formation of a cavi ty   in  
the target behind the projectile. This converging material also 
forms a jet traveling  downward  into  the  cavity. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
Jetting  into  the  cavity  continues. A t  later times, it will  reach 
the bottom of the cavity (the rear of the  projectile mass) , 
applying  an  additional  impulse as it is diverted  outward  to 
form a vortex flow. In this impact, the  mass involved in the 
jet was small, so the  influence of this  vortex  mechanism  on 
the  cratering  was  not  major. 
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. 
Development of the  annular  vortex is shown  in  these  and  succeeding 
velocity  field plots. At t = 3.4 psec, target ejecta is striking  the 
s ide  of the projectile. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con’t): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
A small vortex has formed  where the  converging  target ejecta interacts 
with the downward-moving projectile. This vortex persists  after  the 
projecti le  passes,  and is enlarging towards the  axis at t = 12.1 psec.  
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
At t = 20.9 psec, the converging material has reached the axis , and 
downward jetting is evident  into  the  cavity. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
Downward  flow of the jet  continues, and at  t = 45.7 psec , it has 
nearly reached the rear of the projectile. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
Initial impact pressure was 7.75 megabars. Because only a small 
mass of target  material is involved,  the  vortex flow does. not 
markedly  influence  these  pressure  fields. 
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FIGURE C-3 (Con't): CASE 8053, Iron into Aluminum at 20 km/sec 
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FIGURE C-4: CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum a t  72 km/sec 
Vortex flow is strongly evident in  th i s  impact. The relatively incompressible steel projectile 
rapidly penetrates into the soft aluminum target. Initial pressure at impact is 76.8 megabars 
which is sufficient  to  cause  eventual  vaporhation of all the  projectile  and  a  significant mass 
.< of target material. In the  above  plots , vaporizing  target  material is seen  to  rebound from the 
s ides  of the  crater , converging  over  the  back  surface (top) of the  projectile. 
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FIGURE C-4 (Cont'd): CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
The  rebounding sides of the  crater  have  converged to the axis in 
view (d) , enclosing a cavity  above  the  projectile. 
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FIGURE C-4 (Con’t): CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum a t  72 km/sec 
The early  stages of rebound of vaporized  target  material from the 
s ides  of the crater  are seen here. 
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FIGURE C-4  (Con't): CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
Convergence of the  rebounding  cavity  walls  behind  the  projectile 
creates high pressures when the material reaches the axis. At 
t = 6.2 psec (i) the effect of this  high  pressure  in  diverting  the 
converging flow are seen. Above y =4, material is accelerated 
upwards,  while  below  this  depth,  material is accelerated down- 
wards into the cavity behind the projectile. This downward flow 
impinges  on  the  rear of the  projectile  and  the  subsequent  circular 
flow  pattern  suggests  an  annular  vortex. 
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FIGURE C-4  (Con’t): CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
Strong  downward  flow of material  behind  the  projectile is seen  at 
t = 20.6  p sec (1) , with  the  vortex  centered at about  y = 30 , x = 10. 
A t  the much later stage, in  view m ,  this  vortex  flow  has  dissipated. 
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FIG.URE C-4 (Con’t): CASE 8054, Iron into Aluminum at 72 km/ iec  
A t  t = 14.5 Psec  (r) , an  isolated  high  pressure  region  appears  along 
the axis behind the projectile. This is caused by the convergence 
upon the  axis  of the  vaporized,  rebounding  cavity  walls. 
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FIGURE C-4  (Con't): CASE 8054,  Iron  into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
The  high  pressure  region  behind  the  projectile is s e e n  to enlarge  in  
views (s) and (t) , and  by t = 51.2 psec (u) , pressures   above 100 kb  
f i l l  almost all of the  crater.  
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FIGURE C-4 (Con't): CASE 8054,  Iron  into Aluminum at 72 km/sec 
! 
Persistence of high  pressures  in  the  crater  are  evident  in views 
(v) and (w). 
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FIGURE C-5: CASE 8055, Aluminum into Iron at  20 km/sec 
The initial  impact  pressure of 7.75 mb is sufficient  to  compress 
the aluminum projectile by a factor of 2.5. Release from this 
pressure will leave  a  portion of the  aluminum i n  a  vapor  state. 
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FIGURE C-5 (Con't): CASE 8055, Pluminum into Iron at 20 km/sec 
Blowoff caused by projectile  vaporization  begins at the  rear (top) 
surface  in  the plot at t = 5.3 psec. A grid  change  was  made  after 
th i s  time. A t  t = 22.0 psec, efflux of projectile material from the 
cavity  continues. 
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FIGURE C-5 (Con?): CASE 8055, Aluminum into Iron at 20 km/sec 
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FIGURE C-5 (Con't): CASE 8055, Aluminum into Iron at 20 km/sec 
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FIGURE C-6: CASE 8056, Aluminum into Iron at 72 km/sec 
As in   Case  8054 (Iron into Aluminum a t  72 km/sec) , the  pressure  generated by impact is 
76.8 megabars. In Case 8056, the projecti le penetrates more slowly (compare Figure 
C-4-b  with  Figure  C-6-a) , resulting  in a shallower  crater at early stages. Rebound of 
the  vaporizing  crater  walls is seen  start ing at t = 1.9 psec (b) , but  convergence of th i s  
material on the   ax is  is prevented by encounter  with  vapor  which  blows off the  rear 
surface of the  projectile.  The  conditions  which  lead  to  vortex  flow  in  Cases  8053  and 
8054  are  therefore  absent 
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FIGURE C-6  (Con't): CASE 8056, Aluminum into Iron at 72 km/sec 
By t = 45.1 psec (0, most of the  projectile  has  vaporized  and 
blown out of the  crater.  Cratering  flow  in  the  target,  however, 
is still forming. 
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FIGURE C-6  (Con’t): CASE 8056, Aluminum into Iron at 72 km/sec 
A t  t = 1.9 psec (h) , the  high blowoff velocity of both  the  crater 
walls  and  the  rear  surface of the  projecti le  are  seen. By t = 4 . 1  
psec (i), these  have  converged  into a strong  upward  flow. 
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FIGURE C-6  (Con't): CASE 8056, Aluminum into Iron at 72 km/sec 
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FIGURE C-7: CASE 8057,  Porous Aluminum (p30.44)  into Iron a t  20 km/sec 
The  major characterist ics of the  cratering  process  for  this impact of a highly 
compressible  projectile  on a stiff target  are  well   established a t  ear ly   s tages .  
By 4.2 psec (b) , nearly all of the  porous  projectile  has  been  compressed  into 
about 2 c m  length. The projectile-target interface has advanced to only 
slightly  over l -cm depth. By t = 4.8 psec (c) , the  rear  surface of the  grossly 
compressed projectile is starting to rebound. Interactions between the main 
projectile mass and  the  target  are  therefore of relatively  short  duration,  and 
are  confined to shallow  depths  in  the  target.  
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FIGURE C-7  (Con’t): CASE 8057, Porous Aluminum @ =  0.44) into Iron at 20 km/sec 
The shallow  character of the  projectile-target  interactions  are  again  evident  in 
these plots. 
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FIGURE C -7 (Con't) : CASE 80  57, Porous Aluminum (p = 0.44) into Iron at 20 km/sec 
By t = 41.9 psec (g),  the  separation of the  isolated  shock from the  cratering  flow 
is evident  in  the  velocity plot. 
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FIGURE C-7 (Con’t): CASE 8057, Porous Aluminum (p= 0.44) into Iron at 20 km/sec 
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FIGURE C-8: CASE 8058 , Porous Aluminum ( p  = 0 . 4 4 )  into Iron at 72 km/sec 
Very rapid compression of the  porous projectile  into a shallow  crater is observed. 
The initial pressure of 19.6 megabars is sufficient  to vaporize all of the projectile 
upon release , and this blowoff process is seen  starting  at t = 1.5 psec (c) . Note 
that the shock velocity in the projectile is approximately the same as the impact 
velocity, such that the shock front in the projectile remains essentially  station- 
ary at the  level of the  target  surface, 
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FIGURE C-8 (Con't): CASE 8058, Porous Aluminum (Q = 0.44) into Iron at 72 km/sec 
Note  the  shallow  extent of projectile  material  penetration  into  the  target at t = 1.8 psec 
(d) . Nearly all of the  projectile  material  has blown out of the  crater by t = 3.4 psec (e) . 
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FIGURE C-8 (Con’t): CASE 8058, .Porous Aluminum @ = 0.44)  into Iron at 72 km/sec 
A rapid  reversal of velocity is seen  between t = 1.0 psec, when  the  rear of the  projectile 
is still traveling at impact velocity  towards  the  target , and t = 1.8 psec, when  the 
vaporized  rear  surface is blowing off. 
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APPENDIX D 
REVIEW OF OTHER THEORETICAL TREATMENTS 
As outlined  in  the  previous sections, this study  has   used  the  basic  two- 
dimensional hydrodynamic PIC code (Bjork 1958 , Bjork, Brooks , and Pappetti 
1963) to analyze  hypervelocity  impacts of meteoroid-like materials on space  
vehicle  targets at velocit ies  in  the  range of interest.  The  numerical  computa- 
t ion treats the  ini t ia l   s tages  of i,mpact,  the  subsequent  relaxation  and  break 
away of the  target  shock, as well  as portions of the  f inal   cratering  f low.  Crater 
expansion is terminated  by a dynamic  pressure = local strength  criterien,  thus 
providing  a  specific  prediction of the  crater  dimensions  which  will   result  from a 
given impact. The computations discussed in Section 3 display the physical 
phenomena  which  are of importance  in  determining  the  impact effects and  provide 
the  basis   for  a quantitative  evaluation of damage. 
The theoretical  treatments of Walsh  and  Riney also utilize  two-dimen- 
sional numerical codes based upon the hydrodynamic model. These investigators 
differ  from Bjork in  that  they  make  no  predictions of specific  crater  dimensions.  
Rather,  they  place  heavy  emphasis  upon  interpretation of the  flow  field  in  the 
isolated  shock  (which is termed "Region 11" in  this  paper)  as  a  means  for  deri-  
ving a velocity  scaling  law. It is useful to discuss   these  t reatments  as a back- 
ground for the  current  research,  and to draw  comparisons, to the  extent  possible,  
with  the  results of the  present  study. 
D. 1 Late  Stage  Equivalence 
The concept of late stage  equivalence  was  f irst   introduced by Walsh 
(1963) from examination of the  velocity  f ields  calculated by his  numerical  solu- 
tion of the hydrodynamic equations. This concept states that  for  velocit ies 
above 2c0, * projectiles  having  the  same  parameter  zw = m@ will  produce  iden- 
tical flow  fields  in  the  target at late times (m is the  projecti le mass , v  the 
impact velocity) . Initially , a value of 1.86  was  assigned to a! . More recently 
(Walsh, 1965) the  exponent  was  refined to 1.74  by  comparing  integrated  features 
of the  flow  field,  such as the total radial  and axial momentum for  different 
impacts. The t ime  at which equivalence occurs has not been specified. 
* 
As used  here , co is not  the  usual  sound  speed,  but  rather is given  by 
This co is very close tom , where K is the  bulk  modulus.  For  example , i n  
lead,  using  Bridgeman's  measurement of the  bulk  modulus 8 co is 2.01 km/sec. 
This  contrasts  with  the  measured  rod  sound  speed of 1.23  km/sec. 
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Invoking  the  additional  reasonable  assumption  that  identical  flow  fields 
in   t he   t a rge t  a t  late times lead  to ident ical   craters ,   Walsh  deduced  that   the  
crater  volume is a function of + only.  Assuming  the  craters  to  be  hemispheri- 
cal, he  developed  an  expression to predict   penetration,  which is 
where Kw must be determined by some other means. For example, it might be 
determined  by  experiments i f  they  could  be  conducted  in a velocity  regime 
where late stage equivalence was valid.  Unfortunately,  this has been possible 
only  for  lead  targets  because of practical  limitations  on  experimentally- 
attainable  velocit ies.   In  Section  3.4,   we  f ind K, for aluminum from the  resul ts  
of the present study. In Eq. (D- 1) the  values  of p and ct may be regarded as 
components of the  constant  of proportionality  which  are  inserted to make  the 
expression dimensionless.  The exponent of 1/3 appearing on pp a r i se s  from 
the  fact that   la te   s tage  equivalence  assumes  the  process  to be  a  function of the  
projecti le mass only  and to be  independent of projecti le  density.  
Following the same approach as  -Walsh, Riney (1965) observes late s t age  
equivalence in his numerical solutions. Riney emphasizes the integrated axial 
and  radial  momenta  for  various  impact cases, as we l l  as  the  dependence of 
pressure upon depth at late times. However, he concludes that the exponent in 
the equivalence parameter,  mvO! , is 2. Thus his proposed penetration law is 
Riney also notes   that   h is   observat ions  are   val id   only  above  a   cr i t ical  
impact velocity,  vc. For the  case of aluminum targets, he has estimated this 
cr i t ical   veloci ty   to  lie in   the  range 
7.6 < vc < 20 km/sec for 1/16" diameter aluminum projectiles 
vc I 7.6 km/sec for 1/2" diameter aluminum projectiles 
D. 2 Comments  on  Identical  Flow  Fields 
Although  the  concept of " ident ical   f low  f ie lds"  is invoked  in  postulating 
late s tage   equiva lence ,  it is clear  that   two  flow  fields  result ing from impacts at 
different   veloci t ies   can  never  be truly  identical.  Moreover,  the  region  in  which 
they  differ is in  the  region of cratering  f low,  which  we  f ind exerts a crit ically 
important  influence  on  the  final  crater  dimension. 
To exemplify  these  remarks,  consider  two impacts having  the same value 
of m+. Let  one case pertain to a fast particle  with small mass and  the  other  
case to a slower  particle  with  larger mass. The faster  impact  produces  higher 
init ial   shock  pressures,   which  in  turn  produce  higher  entropies  in  the material 
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affected by the shock. The shocked material subsequently undergoes adiabatic 
expansion, in which  the  entropy  remains  constant.  Therefore  in  the  fast  impact 
there  will  always  be  material  with  higher  entropy  than  can  possibly be created 
in  the  slow  impact.   These  considerations  lead to differences  in  the  cratering 
flow  discussed  in  Section 2 of the text, even  though  conditions  may  be  nearly 
ident ical   in   the  isolated  shock.  For example,   the  faster  impact may result  in 
complete  projectile  vaporization,  whereas  the  slow  one may not  even mel t  it. 
Indeed  the mass and  velocity  fields  upon  which  Walsh (19 63) based  his   ini t ia l  
conclusions  exhibit   such  differences.  In the  slower  impact,  a portion of the 
projectile is still intact  and  moving  into  the  target.  On  the  other  hand  the 
faster projectile  has  vaporized  and  blown  out from the crater at the t ime at 
which  the  comparison is made.  The  central  point is that  differences of this  type 
alter the  cratering  flow  field,  while  producing  only  minor  differences  in  the 
isolated  shock.  Since  the  equivalence  will   be  shown to depend  strongly  on  the 
isolated  shock,  f lows  which  are  equivalent  in  this  sense  can  produce  substan- 
tially  different  craters . These  considerations  are  illustrated  in  Figures D-1 and 
D-2. 
As an  additional  i l lustration of the  differences  between  flow  fields,  one 
can  compare the  impacts of iron  and  porous  aluminum  projectiles,  on  aluminum 
targets,   which  are  described  in  detail   in  Section 3. The initial flows are 
radically  different,  being of the  deep-penetrating,  vortex  type  in  the case of 
iron  projectiles,  and of the  vapor  rebound  type  in  the  porous  aluminum case. 
In their most  recent  work,  both  Walsh  and  Riney  base  the  attainment of 
late stage  equivalence  on  the  integrated  radial  and axial momentum, as given by 
Cimiui  and  Cimivi.  Here i indexes cells, mi is the cell mass,  and ui and 
vi are  respectively  the  radial   and  axial   velocity  components.  The  sum  excludes 
cells which give negative contributions. These parameters are used in lieu of 
a quantitative comparison of the  velocity  fields.  Use of these  parameters  places 
a heavy emphasis on the isolated shock. For example, Table 3-1 reveals that 
the  radial  momentum in  the.  isolated  shock  exceeds  that  in  the  crater  flow by a 
factor of about  two or more. A similar  comment  applies to the  axial  momentum. 
For the cases in  which  thermal  softening of the  target  dominates  the 
final  crater  dimensions,   the  isolated  shock is the  agency  which  determines  the 
crater dimensions. However, it is not evident a priori that this shock has 
a t ta ined  la te  stage equivalence  at   the t i m e  when i t  produces  the  temperature 
field which determines the final crater. That t i m e ,  of course, corresponds to 
the  instant at which  the  peak  pulse  pressure is just  high  enough to create the 
critical  release  temperature.  Neither  Walsh  nor  Riney  have  identified  the 
depths at which  equivalence is attained  and so it is not  possible to deduce 
whether late stage  equivalence  can  be  applied to th is  case. 
We  have  discussed  many  factors  which  can  cause  the  crater  dimensions 
to depart from the  predictions of late stage  equivalence.  It is important to 
ascertain  that   none of them are important  before  accepting  the  predictions of 
that  model. 
Velocity = 4 x 10 cm/sec 6 
Figure D-1 COMPARISON OF THE LATE-TIME MASS CONFIGURATIONS FOR 
EQUAL-ENERGY IRON-ON-IRON IMPACTS (from Walsh  and 
Tillotson, 19 6 3 )  
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FIGURE D-2 COMPARISON OF THE LATE-TIME VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
FOR EQUAL-ENERGY IRON-ON-IRON IMPACTS (from Walsh 
and Tillotson, 19 63) 
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The results of the  present   s tudy  suggest   that  cases where   l a te   s tage  
equivalence is both  attained  and  determines  the  crater  are  likely to be at very 
high velocity,  which agrees quali tatively with Walsh's observation. However,  
we  have  not  identified a simple  criterion to determine  when t h i s  s i tuat ion  wil l  
occur.  The  criterion  should  consider all of the  factors discussed  above,   and it 
s \ is c lear   tha t   the  crater dimension  i tself   enters  into  assessing  the  importance of 
those factors.  
The resu l t s  of the  present   s tudy  suggest   that   when late s tage  equivalence 
is applicable  for metal targets ,   the   thermal  effects occasioned by the  isolated 
shock  are  the  dominant  factor  in  determining  crater size. The  present results 
show  that.  the  thermal  gradients  produced  in  the  target by this  agency  are  very 
s t eep ,   and  it follows  that  the  target  strength  has a correspondingly  steep 
gradient.  Thus it appears   l ikely  that   target   s t rength  wil l   p lay a very  minor  role 
in  craters  determinable  by late s tage  equivalence.  
D. 3 One  Dimensional Late Stage  Equivalence 
The  postulate of late stage  equivalence  in  two  dimensional  hydrodynamic 
flow  prompted  the  investigation of late s tage  equivalence i n  the  simpler case of 
one dimension. The results are interesting of themselves ,  but unfortunately the 
research  did  not  reveal  any  basis  for  connecting  the  results  obtained  in  one 
dimension  with  those  obtained  in  two or more space  dimensions.   Thus,   there 
is no  present  means  for  applying  the  one  dimensional  results  to  an  interesting 
hypervelocity  impact  problem. 
The one dimensional  research  disclosed  that   late  stage  equivalence is 
attained  in a variety of cases, which  lends  weight to the  concept  in  multidimen- 
sions. However, the l-D research indicated that the value of o! in  the s imi-  
larity  parameters Lua depends  on  the  equation of state of the  target  material .  
This  result  is at odds  with  Walsh  and  Riney's late s tage  equivalence  hypotheses ,  
which claim that o! is constant for all materials. Thus, to construct a theory 
which  connects  the  l-D to the 2-D  phenomenon  and  supports  Walsh  and  Riney, 
one must explain why Q! is a function of material parameters in one dimension, 
but  not  in  two. As ye t ,  it has  not  proved  possible to construct  such a theory. 
Chou  e t  a1 (1965) reported on  a theoretical   study of the  occurrence of 
late s tage  equivalence for cases where  thin  aluminum  sheets  strike  thick 
aluminum targets at  various velocit ies.  Where L is the s t r iker  plate  thickness  
and  u its velocity,   Chou et a1 find  that  plates  having  the same value of Lul -  2 7  
produce  the same peak  shock  pressure  as  a function of depth  in   the  target .  
Equivalence  in   this   sense is attained at a depth  several  times the  thickness  of 
the thickest  plate considered. Allison (1965) reports experimental observations 
leading to this   type of similarity  for  plates  having  identical  values of the  para- 
meter Lu 1.33 
For the case of copper  striking  copper,  Chou et a1 find  equivalence is 
at ta ined for the  family of striker  plates  having  the same value of Lul 70. For 
t h e  case of an ideal  gas  with y = 1 . 4 ,  L u l  5 is the similarity parameter. 
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Walsh et a1 (19 64) have  demonstrated  the  dependence  on  material  pro- 
perties unambiguously. By theoretical means they exhibit the equivalence 
attained  when  sheets of ideal   gas   s t r ike  targets  of ideal  gas  having  zero  internal 
energy. The results show that a depends on the value of y which appears 
in  the  gas  equation of state. 
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